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AMERICAN

(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
"With Malice toward None, w ith Charity for All, and with F irmness in the Right."
KOY. HARDING COUNTY.NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY

No. 34

VOL. XIX

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS , ROY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OPENED TUESDAY WITH
. .PURCHASE MOSQUERO
GOOD ATTENDANCE
FOR
SCHOOL BUILDING
COURT HOUSE
The Roy Public Schools opened
morning for the
Tuesday
of
the
meeting
special
At a
term with an enrollment of
Board of County Commissioners
of Harding county, held at Mos- about 200 on the opeinng day
quero last Saturday, that body and new enrollments have been
purchased the old school building made daily all week. The grades
at Mosquero and it will be re- show an enrollment of about 170
Court and the hign school has about 40
modeled and used as
house. The building is of rock It is expected that the grades
construction and is well built. will increasa to about 250 and the
It is about fifty feet square and high school to 60 or 70. A numone story in height; it will be ber of pupils have notified Sup't
divided into a number of rooms Bazzill that they will enroll in
to accomodate the various coun- the high school next Monday.
The graduation class of the 12th
ty offices. It is probable that
story will be added later, grade has 3 students and will pro
which will make a court house bably have two or three more
for a high schthat will meet the needs of Har- which speaks-welding county for many years to ool which was startei only two
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vention over in a way that it
will be a real credit to the town.
Now what are you going to do
about it Mr business man, put
the Convention over with a great
success or just put it over in any
old fashjon,. It is up to you to
get interested at once and get
behind the arrangement committee right now for they need your
support and are going to expect
you' to be present at the Community Hall Saturday night September 9th at 8 o'clock P.Mj We
want every business man and
eveiy resident of Roy out to this
meeting so we can make final
plans for the entertainment of
the Association. Don't disappoint us, for we are looking for

RAYMOND HUTCHINSON
PASSES AWAY

-
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Grades:
ROY
PEOPLE OF
Mrs Eula Pendleton. Vivian
Dunn.
Lena Williams. Lena Lusk
On Monday and Tuesday SepMrs.
Choate, Nellie Taylor
E.D.
Texas-Netember 25th and 26th the
Floersheim,
Etna
Mrs Lora Carr
Mexico Highway Associaand
Miss
Lillian
Pierson.
tion will hold' a two days meet at
The Rov Ilie-- School is an ac- Roy. Few people of the town
credited
school and children
realize the importance of this from
Roy
the
schools will be ac- meeting and what it means not
anv
cented
school
of the state
in
only to Roy but to the .whole of
Harding County to have an important Highway thiu their Institutions.
Now that we have our school
town and county.
started
and in good working
Several public meetings have
lets all get behind it
been held in making .the neces- and
make
it the best in norths
sary arrangements of this con-- , east New Mexico.
We can do it
vention but. the interest shown
if
we will all work with the tea-- 1
by a majority of the business chers
and pupils and all pull to--!
men has been negligent indeed gether.
The Spanish American
and the bulk of the work has will
devote much time and space
Arrangebeen thrown on the
ment Committee; This Committee has worked hard to make the.
meeting a success but they feel
that they must have a greater
and more united support from
the business men and the residents of the to wn to pull the con
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The Local Rebekah Lodge

iione-

Miss Shirley Nutter returned
thÍ3 week from a few weeks outing and vacation trip to many
pjints of interest in the Northwest. Miss Nutter visited the
cities of Vancouver, B. C, Portland, Oregon, Seattle, Washington and Salt Lake City, litan as
well as other cities enroute. All
expenses of this trip were paid
for by the Insurance company
for whom this young lady works
in recognition of the good work
she has accomplished by writing
more insurance than any other
agent in the state of New Mex.

-

To let us'know your wanst and we will get
them to you when you want them.
Wc are headquarters for your school supplies, such as books,
tablets, pencils, stationery etc. llave your book list ready when

.Prof. J.E. Russell and Mr.
Thos C. Holloway of Amarillo,
Texas, arrived in Roy Thursday
evening and will spend a few
days on the mesa. Mr. Russell
tells us that the mesa is not one
half as hard hit by the drought
as the country around Clarenden
Texas, his home town. He states
that it is impossible to get enough cars to hantile the shipment

you come in so we can wait on you promptly.

W.G. Johnson,
.

Ran Woods and Walter Mc
of the David neighborhood were business visitors in
Roy the first of the week, while
here they visited the S.A. office
;and Ran had his sub read 1923.
Fa-rlan-

d,

Mrs. F. E. Ivcy of the east
part of town, entertained the

Cftthólfc Iiadie3 Aid Society last
Thursday. Those I'Twent nwint
Csr n?4 er
having i' V'?r

--

Don't forget your tickets-- -

of cattle from that country as
the grass is gone and the eatUe
must be removed to other parts
of the state.

Flóérsheim Mercantile Co.
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this place is growing nicely and
ia one of the strong fraternities
of the mesa.

Chairman of the arrangement
Committee

PER YEAR.

I

l

NOTICE TO THE

HARDING COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION TO
BE HELD FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY SEPT.

$ 2. 00

j

í

years ago.
for
The six truck routes were all
The building was
sale at auction by the county in good going order and all haa
Board of Education several mon- their pupils at school in plenty of
ths ago, but as a satisfactory time. Some of the trucks were
bid was not received at that time fairly well loaded, especially the
the bids were left open and the Pleasant View and Wagner rousale left to the new municipal tes. These routes will be heavy
Board of Education of Mosquero when all the pupils get started
Inasmuch as the election to vote and the other four will have prac
lxnds for a new court house and tically all they can haul.
jail was called off for the present
It behooves every parent to
time, it was decided by the Co. try and get their children started
commissioners to make a bid on to school at once, and not wait
The price paid until they are a month or two be
the building.
Avas only $500.00, and while the hind and cannot make their grabuilding was easily worth five de. If you have not yet started
thousand dollars or more, the your children to school, make up
people of Mosquero and com- your mind to have them enrolled
munity felt that Harding county Monday. The school needs them
should have a decent court house and tney need the schooling-- .
and were consequently willing to'
The Domestic Science and Agr
let the county have the building icultural Classes are attracting
at a sacrifice.
considerable attention and we
The commissioners took poss- shall expect to see some expert
ession of the building Tuesday cooks and seamstresses as well
and have moved the records and as a few expert wood workmen
other paraphanalia into the new and blacksmiths when school
The old court school closes next May.
court house.
house (The Cress Building) will
The following is the list of the
be used by the Mosquero schools
of the Rov Schools:
teachers
until their fine new building is
Superintendent,
Cameron Bazzill
be
completed, which should not
Hi crh School:
later than sixty days.

SUBSCRIPTION

News has been received in Roy
by the friends of the George
i Roy chosen as meeting place for Hutchinson family that their
Convention.
oldest son, Raymond had died
'near Latham, Mo., about the middle of August .
. The Harding County DemocraRaymond was a young man
tic Convention which will name
the nominees for the County about 25 years of age and besiTicket will be held in Roy on des his parents, sister and broFriday and Saturday, September thers, he leaves a young wife
22nd and 23rd. This action wS and child to mourn the loss of an
decided upon by the County Cen- affectionate husband and father.
tral Committee at a special meeRaymond come to New Mexico
ting held in Roy Tuesday after with his parents in 1909 and
noon which was attended by pra- they homesteaded on the piaue
' V'""
ctically all members of the com- now owned by Peter Wagner
f K
t
mittee.southeast of town where Fred
The call was issued Thursday Young and family now reside ;
by the chairman of the Central A few years later the family
Committee Jake Floersheim and proved up on the farm and moit is printed elsewhere in thi" ved back to their old home town
paper. The convention will be in Mo. where they have since re.; .( ;
pt& Jkv ,"
composed of 92 delegates and a sided.
complete delegation is expected
Raymond was a student in the
from each precinct in the county. Roy schools for several years duThe convention will be called ring the Principalship of W.G.
at 10.30 A.M. Friday and a num- Johnson; he was a bright pupil
ber of matters will be taken up and one of the leaders of his
during the first day and it is class. In fact he received most
thought that nominations will be of his education in the Roy schreached by 3 o'clock this day, the ools and he has many friends "in
nominations will be made the fi- and near this place who will mou
rst evening and on the following ra the loss of an intimate friend
morning, the afternoon of the and fellow student.
second day to be used in making
The cause of the death was a
plans for the crorpn:.
severe
attack of erysipelas and
EON. A. a. jones
This will be the tirst county he suffered terribly before death
Renominated for United States Senator
convention held in Harding Co- relieved his sufferings.
unty for the purpose of naming
The funeral was held at Lacounty crjididates and it is exto the sch0o this winter and the B. F. BROWN RETURNS
Lio, and it io Bala v. as the
tham,
,n h fmmA fiirhtinB. for
FROM CALIFORNIA pected that a large crowd will be largest attended funeral ever
in town these two days, the Re- held from
better and greater schools, not
that place, showing
publican
convention will be held
only in Roy but in the whole of
esteem
high
in which Raythe
Mayor B.F. Erown and son latter but the dates and place has
TTaHino- Hnnntv at all times
by
was
held
his fellow men
mond
nephew
and
Mosquero
Alfred of
Here gops for a great school George Goltzinger were in Roy not yet been named by the CenThe Spanish American extentral Committee. County Chairyear in Harding County,
Wednesday evening enroute ho- man E.J.H. Roy stated to a S.A. ds sympathy to the bereaved wi.
me from Los Angeles where Mr representative that a meeting of fe and child, also parents, broLADIES UNION AID
Brown had been oh business con- the Republican Central Commit- thers and sisters of the deceased.
SPENDS PLEASANT DAY nected with some fine oil land tee would be called within a few
that he owns near that place. He days and the date and place cho- RE3EKAHS ENTERTAIN
STATE PRESIDENT
I
eports a great cil Loom on in the
The Ladies' Aid of the Union vicinity in which he owns some sen at .this meeting.
also,
Roy
bid
will
make a
for
Church spent a very pleasant valuable land and that a gusher
this convention, for the town is The local Rebekah Lodge enLatÍÍ! muico has been brought in within, two better prepared to handle a lar- tertaineds their state President
o.ju. x hawu.
miles of his holdings. Mr Brown
:Mrs. Jar.-.eof Albuquerque Wed- the number of about twenty five was- - offered a substantial amo- ger crowd than any of the other nesaay evening and also he'd an
brought their lunch (we mean unt for his holdings but declined towns in the county.
important business session.
The Democratic Convention
dinner) with them and came ear- all offers until
developfurther
Mrs. James, the State Presiwill be held in the old I.O.O.F
ly in the morning and spent the
ments were produced. They ma- Hall
of the Rebekah Assembly
dent
arrangements will be
day piecing quilts which they de
trip by auto and report made and
the
is
visiting
the different Lodges
to handle the large crowd
will offer at the:r autumn bazaar
fine
and making inspecroads on the whole route which, will
of
State
the
be present at the conwhich will be held later in the with the exception of a stretch
tions
of
them.
This was her first
year. At noon the lunch was between Las Vegas and Santa Fe vention. The hall will seat about visit to Roy and
she stated that
400 or more people.
spread and which they enjoyed
she was highly pleased with the
reports
pleasant
with
He
visit
a
very mucn. in tne aiternoon tne
On account of the numerous work being done by the order
business session was held and Ailred Kress and lamiiy at ban candidates for some of the vahere. Mrs James addressed the
then more quilting work was do-- 1 Diego while in the west and tells rious offices several spirited con- Lodge during the. evening, and
auíw
ne. The ladies departed late in
!l,
tests are expected, but with the
play ing the exchange in that hus large list to choose from, there is the degree team put on their dethe evening assuring their
gree work in her honor. Roy has
tess that they had enjoyed one tling city.
every reason to believe that both one "of the best Rebekah degree
of those pleasant days which
We are glad to see Mr Brown parties will put strong tickets in teams in the state and the work
helps so much to make life worth back in the County Seat for it the field and many will be the done by
the team here compares
while, when one knows they are means a nice lineup of county voters who will vote for the best very favorably with the larger
doing something that is making seat news each week, which have man and forget politics when it lodges
in the state.
the whole community better and been missed so much by our rea- comes to naming our county ofAfter the business session was
ficers in November.
greater by friendships ties.
ders the past several weeks .
over a fine, lunch was served to
those present by the Lodge and
to which all present did just dues
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He says he has smoked

L1RS, LULA VAN!!

BIG MUSKEG

FULTON, ARK,
Suggests to Suffering Women
the Road to Health

aW

By

Pinkham'g Vegetable Compound for a
fllllilii'MMiiiiiiini

1; 1

ti

i soreness
1

in my siae.
would suiter so bad
ly every month from
mv waist down that í
could not be on my
feet half the time. I
was not able to do my
work withniit. hpln I
saw your Vegetable
L.om pound advertised m a newspaper
and cava it a fair

trial. Nowlamablo

mtf rmwlr an1
J ta.i even nave a DacKacne every montn.
uon
fA

rist

e

I cannot nmiaA vnnr

Csm--

Veo-otnhl-a

pound enough and highly recommend it
ia mose wno nave trouDies luce mine. 1
am willing for these facts to be used as
a testimonial to lead nil uhnauffor with
female troubles, aa I did, to the right
roaa ro neaiin.
mrs. liULA VANN,Box
43, Fulton, Arkansas.

nam 8 Vegetable Compound, given by
word of mouth and by letter, one woman
to another, that should cause you to conn
sider taking this
medicine, if
you are troubled with such symptoms as
painful periods, weak, nervous feelings,
miserable pains in your back, and can
not worn at certain times.
Here is a woman who is so grateful
and glad to be relieved from a painful
and nerve racking physical condition
that she wishes to tell all sick womon- well-know-

Wins Trade Through Music
d
A music dealer on East
street, New York city, has a novel
scheme of attracting attention to his
photograph
and record display, reports the New York Sun. In the front
window he placed a phonograph with
the horn flush against the window.
In a coal chute cover on the side
walk he bored several holes and concealed another machine beneath the
walk. Records are played on the ma
chine underneath the sidewalk. Pass- ershy are mystified by the sounds com
Ing from beneath their feet. Naturally they turn to the phonograph store
for a solution.

Important to Mothers

In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Movie Lore.
She had been reading "The Life and
Letters of Sir Wilfrid Laurier" and
had been enjoying, to the full, ac
counts of the thrilling political and
historical factions which had been
part of the growth of Canada.
She suggested the book to a friend
of hers.
"Laurier? Laurier? Who was Lau-

rier?"
"Why,

you

don't

know?

He

was

"I'LL

GO WITH YOU."

SYNOPSIS.
Looking over Big
Muskeg, a seemingly impassable
swamp In the path of the MlBsa-tl- bl

railroad, Joe Bostock, builder
of the line, and Wilton Carruthers,
chief of engineers, are considering
the difficulties. A rifle shot Instant-- ,
ly kUls Bostock and breaks
ruthers' arm. Carruthers tries to
carry the body to a post of the
Hudson's Bay company, where
Is the factor. McDonald's
daughter, Molly, sees Carruthers
struggling In the muskeg and drags
him from the swamp, with his burden.
Unaccountably, her father
objects to her saving Carruthers.
Weakened by his wound and exertions, Carruthers Is disturbed by
the appearance of Tom Bowyer,
Bostock's business rival and personal enemy. Bowyer Insults Molly, and Carruthers strikes him.
Carruthers declares his love for
Molly. She promises to be his wife.
Carruthers has to reach the town
of Clayton to attend a meeting at
which Bostock's enemies plan to
wrest control of the MIssatlbl from
him. Molly determines to go with

him.

CHAPTER

111

Continued.

"When Joe's death came home to
me I thought things over In there,
and It seemed to me that the only
thing possible for me would be to go
before the shareholders and tell them
frankly what lay behind the enterpriseI mean the clay lands and their
development.
"Well, Molly, I've changed my mind.
I won't tell them. I'll keep control
for Kitty. And I'll advise the shareholders to proceed with the route
we've planned.
I'll take the responsibility. Big Muskeg can be crossed.
It shall be.
"And I'll do more than that, Molly.
I'll get the shareholders' authorization before they know Joe's dead. If
they knew that, lfd be all up with the
line. Bowyer doesn't know. Nobody
knows except ourselves.
"I've told you all this, Molly, because you have the right to know.
And Just as soon as we've won I shall
be In a position to ask you to be my
wife. Will you, dear?"
Molly turned and put her hands on
his shoulders.
"Tes, Will," she answered.
"And I
hope with all my heart that you succeed in carrying out Joe's plans. And
I believe you will. And I believe you
will find a way to cross Big Muskeg.
I see now that I must let you go,
though I can't bear to, Will. But now
I must say something.
You know my

premier of Canada he was one of father"
"Doesn't altogether approve of me
Canada's most famous men."
to put It mildly," an
"Oh, yes, yes, now I remember. I've as a
swered Wilton. "I can't make out the
seen his picture In the movies."
reason for his dislike of me. The
Curing Wasp Stings.
The best remedies for wasp sting
are ammonia or washing soda, which
neutralize the ncld that causes the
swelling and pain. Wasps do not leave
their sting In the wound, but bees do.
If you are stung by a bee, extract the
sting with n fine needle, and then apply one of the remedies.

Those agonizing twinges across the
small of the back, that dull, throbbing
backache may mean serious kidney
weakness serious, if neglected, for it
may lead to gravel, stone in the kidneys, bladder inflammation, dropsy or
fatal Blight's disease. If you are suffering with a bad back, have dizzy
spells, headaches, nervous, despondent
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without taking
of the
'
my back and kid- ney was like a Jumping1 toothache.
The kidney secretions contained a
thick si distance.
A short use of
Doan's Kidney Pills cured me."
Cat Don't ( Any Store, 60c Box

DOAN'S

Kp

"JLV

FOSTER. MILBURN CO., BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Women
Made Young
Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
full of youth and health may be
yours If you will keep your system'
in order by regularly taking

GOLDIfEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies of life and looks. In use since
1696. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for tbe um Cold Medal om every bos

60 Clarke Street, Cor.

death to make room for a new trouble. And he could not have refused

followed

more leisurely with Molly.

"I never saw them before, sir," said
the old man. "I guess they ain't from
these parts, from the looks and the
ways of 'em."
"There's a new lot come up from
Yorkton lately. Maybe they shifted
these to the Pas when they sent some
of the Pas men on to Clayton," Wilton
reflected. He turned to Molly. "Anyway, we'll start bright and early," he
said. "I suppose we'll have to have
those fellows' company as far as Clayton. But I wonder" He paused. "I
wonder whether Joe would forgive me
for leaving him in the bands of
strangers for a while, If it were for
Kitty?" he mused.
The two policemen came in, looking
surly and uncommunicative as ever.
After a hurried meal, eaten almost in
to Wilsilence, Molly said good-nigton and went into the caretaker's
room. As the door closed behind her
Wilton, saw the two men look after
her. The constable whispered something to the sergeant and both

s
They arrived at the cache a few
after the
to find the
two policemen waiting for them, while
CHAPTER IV
the two men were unharnessing the
dogs. Andersen, the old Swedish care
"In the King's Namel"
taker, was standing beside Joe's coffin
But he worried over the situation with a stunned look on his face. The
all night and in the morning Molly policemen were not of prepossessing
saw with alarm that he was in a fe appearance. The elder man, the serverish condition.
He should never geant, was about forty years of age.
have left his bed, and the Journey He had fair hair, drooping mustache,
seemed impossible.
a slight cast in one eye, and an ex"I've got to go, Molly," was all pression of sullen insolence. His comWilton could say.
panion, a short, stocky young fellow,
"Then," she said with sudden dec! looked hardly less surly and evidently
slon, "I shall go with you. You can'
ill at ease.
travel alone. Your men may be faith'
"Evening, Mr. Carruthers," said the
ful enough, but it Is my right to go. sergeant bruskly. Tm sergeant PeAnd you'll never get to the meeting ters, and this is Constable Myers.
without some one to take care of you That's Joe Bostock's body you're bringon the way. That's my condition, ing in, I guess."
Promise me or else I'll lock the store
Wilton was staggered.
"Yes, it's
door, Will, and I've got a padlock that Joe," he said, gulping. "How did you
even you couldn't force."
get the news?"
Molly seemed to be animated by a
The policemen exchanged glances.
resolution as feverish as bis own Peters smiled scornfully under his chuckled.
Jules Halfhead had not fulfilled his long mustache. "It's known, all right
Wilton's blood was boiling, but he
Intention of absenting himself, prob
controlled himself. This was for Kitty,
ably on account of the storm, which
and his debt to Joe.
had made the security of the store
The policemen prepared to lie down.
seem preferable to life in the forests,
Andersen was already snoring upon
He was faithful to the factor, and
however.
the floor. The
had never deserted him in need. He
had not come in, and Wilton, gclng to
could take care of him during the four
the stables, found them curled up
or five days of her absence.
among the huskies.
Wilton was forced to yield.
"You fellows had better come Into
"But you must make sure that Jules
the shack," be said, "unless you want
will stay," he said.
to freeze."
"He'll understand. He'll stay," an
Paplllon refused. "Them d n dogs
swered the girl. "He's never run
will fight each other," ho said, "if we
away when I was gone to Moose
don't stay here."
Lake or Winnipeg."
"Just as you like," said Wilton.
Molly went up to the factor's room
It was not unusual for rival teams
with the faint hope of reaching some
of huskies to attack each other, but
understanding of plumbing her fa
such antipathy generally developed
ther's feeling against Wilton and over
from the first, and the dogs seemed
coming it
contented enough. He went back to
"Mr. Carruthers is getting ready to
the shack and lay down, turning over
go," she said. "He is very ill. He is
in his mind what he was projecting,
too weak to travel alone, but he must
but he was utterly worn out, and fell
take Joe Bostock's body back to Clay
asleep before he was aware of it
ton."
When he opened his eyes it was al
"Oh, aye 1" said the factor, sneering,
ready dawn. The policemen were
"He needs care and attention during
dressed and standing outside the
the journey. So I am going with him,
shack, conversing In low tones. AnThe factor sat up in bed, transfixing
dersen was peeling potatoes for breakher with a look of fury. "You, lass
fast. Wilton heard Molly moving withyou will go with Wilton Carruthers to
in the room, and his doubts fell from
Clayton 1" he cried. "Ye winna come
him. He had been upset by the surlihame, then! Mark me, now.'I've done
ness of the two men ; he had had vague
I
with you for aye Molly, lass, ye wluna
suspicions not justified in fact He
go I" he pleaded, with a sudden change
determined to put his proposal to
The Two Policemen Came In.
of tone. "Think of your good name In
them.
Clayton I I havena reared ye to have It's our Job to know them things," he
He walked over to the sergeant who
ye desert me in my old age and sick answered. "I'm taking charge of It
was Just
the shack with
ness, Molly."
to bring It in for the Inquest"
his companion.
She turned quickly away to keep
'But you are not from Clayton," said
"I suppose you fellows are thinking
her tears from falling. "Jules can Wilton, who, of course, knew all the of starting at once, after breakfast,"
take care of you for a few days, fa members of the small force of police he suggested.
ther," she said. "It's not as if you that was stationed there.
"The sergeant looked him up and
were helpless. And his life is at
"We're from the Pas," answered the down. "That's about the size of It"
stake."
sergeant shortly.
he growled. "Got any objection?"
"And mebbe he'll die if you don't
From the Pas That explained how
Wilton resolutely Ignored the afstay with him when ye get to Clayton, the sled had come along the road be front
eh, lass?" rasped out the factor in hind him. Bowyer must have discov"I've got Important business in Claywithering scorn.
ered the fact of Joe's death In some ton, affecting Mr. Bostock's Interests,"
That scorn nerved her ; to his weak manner, and had probably spread the he said. "It Is very important that his
ness she had almost yielded. She went news. Wilton surmised that Jules death should not be known there until
down and dressed herself for the jour- Halfhead had somehow managed to midday tomorrow."
ney. She helped Wilton on with a indicate the fact to him.
The constable, who was leaning
macklnaw, and put a caribou robe In
The constable solved his problem. against the door-pos- t,
chewing the end
the sleigh. Then, while the men were "We was on patrol," he vouchsafed. of a twig, started slightly. Peters
harnessing the dogs, struck by a sud "And we met parties who told us fixed Wilton with his crooked stare.
den thought, she stooped and began about Joe Bostock having met with an
"Bather a nervy thing to propose,
to examine the tracks of the snow-sho- accident, and that you was bringing Mr. Carruthers I" he sneered.
about the edge of the portage. him in."
"Maybe, but it's a business matter
They ran confusedly in all directions,
"That'll be all I" snapped the ser affecting Mr. Bostock's wife," said Wilfor the marks had been made by seven geant, looking angrily at Myers, who ton, loathing himself for making the
different pairs those of Bowyer and subsided promptly.
"I guess this request but nerving himself to do so
Chambers and their Indian; those of young woman is Molly McDonald?" he by the thought of Kitty. "If the newa
s
; those
continued.
Wilton and his two
of his death reaches Clayton before
of the
"This lady Is Miss McDonald," said the time I've mentioned, some people
Of these Wilton's were blurred and Wilton angrily, "and you'll keep a civil who are antagonistic to Mr. Bostock's
almost indistinguishable, made by his tongue In your head, sergeant"
Interests will Jump at the chance to
dragging feet as she pulled him up
Peters looked him up and down Inso turn it to account It will mean a
from the swamp. But even had the lently, and for a moment or two the heavy loss to Mrs. Bostock. You've
vague purpose in Molly's mind been men faced each other in an aggressive come a long way, and you could quite
clear to her, there would have been attitude. Then the sergeant sneering, reasonably wait till afternoon on acno need to examine those. The rest iwung on his heel. Wilton did not count of the dogs. That will bring you
were all similar in one respect none know what to make of his attitude, for in before noon tomorrow. And If you
had a broken string.
the police were always friendly.
can see your way to It, you two won't
Wilton and Molly had arranged that
Andersen's room was placed at Mol be the losers."
he was to travel In the sleigh, to which ly's disposal, and after Wilton had
The sergeant eyed him more inso
a second had been attached, bearing seen to her comfort he went outside lently than ever. "So that's the proJoe's body in a roughly made coffin the shack.
gram, Is it?" he answered. "Well, keep
constructed by the men. The dogs
The dogs were yelping and snarling your mind easy. The news won't be
over their fish from the cache. Pa- - known in Clayton tonight nor tomorwere harnessed, and'ithey started.
It was a little more than fifty miles plllon had Just finished feeding them, row neither. We ain't going to ClayTraveling along the and Wilton thought Peters had been ton."
to Clayton.
cleared road, the distance could be speaking to him. Probably the ser
"You're not ehT Then where the
covered easily .In two days. The geant was trying to obtain informa
devil are you going?" cried Wilton,
dogs . ran well, the weather was tion.
nettled almost beyond endurance at
The Swede came up to Wilton, hold the man's demeanor.
clear and fine, and Wilton felt well
enough to walk a good deal. Their ing a pan of sizzling brown potatoes.
"We're taking Joe Bostock's body
"I can't believe it, Mr. Carruthers," back to the Pas," retorted the ser
dinner was almost like a picnic. By
evening the railhead had come into he said. "Only last week he passed geant "That's what we come here
i
'
sight In the distance, the empty camp, through here with you. Gosh, he was for."
the long sheds with the miscellany of a fine man, Joe was I How did it hap"The Pas? This Isn't In the Pas
'
supplies, the locomotive shops, and the pen? And you're hurt yourself, sir," Jurisdiction!"
great ballast pits beside the line.
be continued, glancing at Wilton's arm.
"It ain't eh? Perhaps It's in yours,
As the dogs climbed the last hill
Joe was shot at my side la the thenr
there came yelping from the cleared woods. The same bullet hit me. I
"See here," cried Wilton In exasway behind them. Looking back, they don't know who fired the shot But peration, "Clayton has its own police
perceived a sled approaching.
Two I'm going to know," said Wilton detachment as yon know perfectly
men walked beside it and the dogs, grimly.
well. Your route doesn't lie in this
"My God, it's all tip with the line direction. Joe Bostock's home's there.
sighting Wilton's, yelped in challenge,
which was taken tip in an outburst of yetl" muttered the old man, withHe's going to be burled there. And his
answering growls.
drawing to his fire.
body isn't going to be dragged here
'- The sled drew In toward them,
Wilton looked at Molly, who had and there about the country by a
and
the men resolved themselves into a come out of the bedroom and was couple of fool policemen. Ill make
sergeant and a constable of the mount- standing near him. Andersen's excla- things pretty warm for yon If yon try
t
ed police. Wilton had stopped his mation had gaged the whole situation. any game like that"
dogs, but the newcomers did not halt Wilton felt physically nauseated by
and went on. with curt greetings, the heat in the shack, the unpleasant"Keep your hands up, both of
toward the cache.
ness of the situation, and a recurrence
you.
Give me the revolver,
wound.
surprised
at
in
his
A little
their abruptness, of pain
Molly!",
Wilton let the sled precede his sleigh.
He went over to Andersen. "Do you
As the dogs were eager for their meal, happen to know either of those fel(TO BJt CONTINGSDU
he sent PaplUoa ahead with them, and lows" he asked.

Molly.
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Cloth Banners

deaf-mut-

attacks or disordered kidney action,
heed Nature's warning. Get after the
cause.
Doan'9 Kidney Pills have
helped thousands.
The should help
you. Ask your neighbor!

,

.

1

Backache Is a Warning!

William Roberts,
carpenter,
retired
Telluride, Colorado,
says: "My kidneys
had me down and 1
out and I could Í
hardly bend to pull

Let Mr. Baldwin's letter give you
the facts, and you will see he has some
justification for his claims.

Grant

Burlington, Vermont

Forty-secon-

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOItIA, that famous old remedy
foi Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of

VICTOR

Copyright fey
ITEWART K1UD COMPANY

more Edgeworth than
any other living man

"Yes, Will," She Answered.
first time I came here we struck up a
friendship that Jooked as If it would
be good for all time. Do you know
what the trouble is, Molly?"
"I'm afraid Tom Bowyer has been
influencing him against you. He has
a strong power over father. He helped
him in some way when he first came

to this country."
"Then that's another score ngalnst
our friend Bowyer," said Wilton.
"But I was going to say you see,
my father's mind has given way to
some extent since his stroke, and I
don't know, Will, dear, but I'm almost
afraid he is never going to be the
same man again. It started even before his attack this feeling against
you, and his moroseness.
It began
when Tom Bowyer was here last autumn. I'm afraid Bowyer slandered
you to father. And I think it was my
father's brooding over things that
really caused his Illness. So we'll just
have to be patient And I'm going to
ask you, for the present, not to say
anything about this to him.
Wilton promised, though with reluctance. He did not like the concealment
His mind, simple and direct worked
In straightforward ways. However,
he had beta too hard bit ver Joe's

"

Latum & Brother Company
Richmond, Vs.

Gentlemen:
I think that I ira entitled to be called
a charter member of the Edgeworth
Smokers Club, as I have uaed the Edge-wor- th
Sliced Plug between twenty and
twenty-fiv- e
years.
When I commenced using It I was
selling hardware on the road. One of my
customers who kept a general store told
me that he had just received a new tobacco and wished that I would try it.
He gave me a box tor which he charged
me 20c He made a mistake, as it was
selling at that time for 25c I liked it
so well that I made 1 1 a point to ask (or
it in every store in the different towns
that I made; but few had It. The next
time that I called on this customer I
bought six boxes, which would last until
I got around again. I still continued to
ask (or i t in the different towns and tried
to induce the dealers to stock it.
In 1906 or 1907 1 went to So. Carolina
and stayed there three years. I was surprised not to be able to get It there. At
that time I was In Beaufort, S. C, and
made frequent trips to Savannah, G.,
and Charleston, S. C. and was unable to
get I tin either of these cities. Finally I
ordered some direct from you and also
Induced a dealerln Beaufort to stock it,
I have used it always for over twenty
years except occasionally when I could
not get it. I figure that I have smoked
over 1000 of the 25e boxes, which have
cost for the last few years 85c For at
least five years I have not bought a cigar.
Have had some given to me, but they da
not take the place of the old pipe filled
with Edgeworth.
I am sixty-on- e years of age and still
think that it Is the best tobacco on the
market. I don't think there Is a man
living who has smoked any more Edge-wor- th
than I. What do you think?
Yours truly,
(Signed) H. F. Baldwin

It is always pleasing to hear from
old Edgeworth smokers, and we would
like to know if this record is the best

IS

ever made.
But we are interested, too, in
new Edgeworth
smokers. We like
to know that young
men, men who are

breaking in
their first pipes,
find Edgeworth
before they get
very far in their
pipe-smoki-

careers.
So we have a
standing invitation to send free samples of Edgeworth to all who ask for
them. If you haven't tried Edgeworth,
we have a sample package here con-

taining Plug Slice and Ready-Rubbthat is only waiting for your name and
ed

address.

When you write for it, address
Larus & Brother Company, 44
South 21st Street, Richmond, Va.
If you'll add the name and address of your tobacco dealer, we'd
appreciate the courtesy.
If
To Retail Tobacco Merchants.
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Ready-Rubbfor the same price you
would pay the jobber.
two-doz-

ed

His Handicaps.
"Well, no ; I reckon not," replied Gap
Johnson of Rumpus Ridge, to the appeal of the able editor of the
Torch of Liberty. "I'm taking
a paper now that one of my kin over
in Okluhoiny sends me, and it's durn
nigh working me to death. WJiat with
being puny now and ag'in getting
down in the back every once in a
while, and having more or less work
to do, I kaln't keep ketched up with
my reading no way I can fix it. As
'tis, I just sorter pile up the papers
as they come, and read from the bottom of the stack as I get time. But at
that, I'm just to the middle of last
March, and the outlook huln't specially promising for my ever arriving up
even." Kansas City Star.
Turn-linvill- e

Freshen a Heavy Skin ,
With the antiseptic, fascinating Cuti-cur- a
Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented,

economical

face, skin,

baby

and dusting powder and perfume.
Renders other perfumes superfluous,
One of the Cutlcura Toilet Trio (Soap,
Ointment, Talcum). Advertisement
What Paul Said.
St. Paul, the apostle and not the
city, is only an ordinary, mortal Id
the eyes of Billy, age ten. A group ol
young boys was assembled in a park,
on one, of the overnight camping trip
conducted every week by the Y. M. C.
A., relates the Indianapolis News. Before the enmpfire was put out for the
night the Y. secretary conducted devotions as usual, reading the passage
in Acts where Paul .warned his companions of approaching danger and
later - said : "Sirs, ye should have
hetufcened to me," when the storm
burst on them.
"Shucks!" said Billy. "Paul's Just
like the rest of us."
"Whut do you mean?" " asked the
.
leader.
"He said, 'I told yon so !' "
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TEXAS-NEMEXICO HIGHWAY CONVENTION SEPT.
subse- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION JUDGE DAVIS, ABLE AND
To the Chairman and Members wool schedule and then
WAIN
SELF MADJS.
Department of the Interior
quently voting against the tariff
of the Relublican County ConClayton
at
OFFICE
LAND
whole.
U.S.
as
bill
a
vention of Harding County,
Holds Many Offices of Trust and
We affirm that the adminis- New Mexico.
New Mexico.
1922
de21,
Importance to the, State
August
legislation
tration of federal
Gentlemen:
signed to aid the stock man and Nfmntf is herebv (riven that
We, your committee on Reso- thp farmer, should be liberalized, Vicente C. De Baca, of Roy,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico,
lutions, respectfully report and and that further assistance sho- - Harding Co, New Mexico, who Aug 29 Reports from county
recommend the adoption of the luld be provided so as to preserve on August, 15th, laia maae ho- organizations of the New Mexico
followinc resolutions,
hose grea t productive industries mestead Entry No. 026797, for Davis Club, which are seeking
!
We congratulate the Nation upon which are so vitally essential to
Sec. 26,
the nomination of Stephen B.
the restoration to power of the the welfare of the whole people Spot mn 9,5. Townshm 1JN itange Davis of this city as KepuDiican
Republican party at the last gen- and especially to those ot our 25 E. N.M.P Meridian, has filed candidate for United States Seneral election by an overwhelming state.
notice of intention to make Final ator. suDDort the claim of the
majority such as was never behere
We favor the speedy enact- Three .Year Proof, to establish headquarters organization
fore recorded in the history of ment of the
y
Bill, claim to the land above descri- hat Judge Davis, will receive tne
the country.
H. Foster, U.S. nomination on the first ballot
iow pending in Congress, and the bed, before
We commend and endorse the
rmpnt. of such legislation by Commissioner, at his office at Thp
Davis clubs now number
one hundred percent American- our State Legislature as may be Roy, New Mexico, on the 28th
membership
in excess of 5000
a
our
of
ism of the administration
necessary to enable our common- day of September, 1922.
is bringing in admail
beloved president, Warren G. wealth promptly to avail itself Claimant names as witnesses: and every
With the
ranks.
to
Viditions
its
Hardin sr. and the wise and bene of the provisions of the said pend
Peter T. Montoya, Tomas
northern
the
of
support
united
by
the
enacted
Seferio
legislation
and
ficent
ing Federal bill, whereby our gil, Jesus Medina
assurances
ui
Republican Consress. which has orieultural lands may be reclaim Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico. counties and with
eastern
and
central
from
support
so larsrelv contributed toward pH and brouerht under cultivation
H.H. Errett.
ronnties. Harrv W. Kelly, presi
Register.
the restoration of normalcy and thus adding greatly to our poten
'
dent of the Davis Clubs, forecast
to the readjustment of disturbed tial material and taxame weaiwi.
323 votes that can be counted
resulting
industrial conditions
We favor and insist upon the
Davis on the first ballot.
fnr
PUBLICATION
from the late world war.
mnst ricnd.economv in the ad NOTICE FOR
YOUR farm is a business, Mr. Fanner. It should be
The number required to nomin
We especially commend the ministration of public affairs by
Department of the Interior
county
ami
conducted as any other successful business if it is
Figures
273.
inauguis
movement
ate
great forward
State and County officials and U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton
to pay a profit. And what successful business but has
reports available here seem to
rated by the President in pro- the enactment of such additional New Mexico.
'
.
good banking connections?
bear out this claim.
mulgating and consumating the (legislation as may be necessary
August 21, 1922
great Disarmament Conference 'to aid in the enforcement of such NOTICE is hereby given that
In the meantime Judge Davis
The mechanics and management of your farm are. for
the deliberations of which were 'policy.
Synthia C. Gay, of Kephart, has been further prohibited m
you to work out. If you have a good farm and operate
so ably conducted to a successful
And be it further Resolved; Union Co., New Mexico, who trmVino- nnv carrmaiem in his own
it efficiently, then you have a physical collateral as good
issue by that peerless statesman, 'tint. we condemn the action of on September, 8th, 1919, made
If fnr the nomination by his
or better than any business in the land.
Charles Evans Hughes, our great the Democratic Convention in Homestead Entry, No. 026653, duties as New Mexico commiss
Our doors open just as wide and our banking facilities
Secretary of State, and we do de- ,the adoption of its resolutions in for
ion pr in the New Mexico-Colgiven as fully to you as to any other business man
are
Confer
of
result
clare the
th:i
the Convention assembled at
Sec 35, Twp. Zá jn. ado water controversy over the
in Harding County.
ence to be the foremost achieve- Mosquero, New Mexico on the R 28E, N.M.P. Meridian has filed T a Pinta river water rights.
ment in the world's history.
22nd day of Augdst, A. D. 1922, notice of intention to make Final JudgeDavis met the Colorado
Other business firms need financing, need advice, need
Delf E. Carpenter
We reaffirm our allegience to which we feel that it is unjust Three Year Proof, to establish
cooperation in turnover of stock, and they come to us for
principles of and untrue.
d
the
claim to the land above descri in Santa Fe Monday for a confer
that service.
our party, and express our
Fred Crown
bed, before F.H. Foster, U.S. pnr at. which the loner standing
Why don't you?
V
in the patriotism and
R. Lopez
Commissioner, at his oitice at dispute is expected to be finally
29th
van
on
ability of our national administrthe
R.
Kerlin
Mexico,
Roy, New
J.
adjusted. The settlement
with Congation,
day of September, 1922.
Juan Vigil
rebase the waters 01 tne Jba na
-E. G. Parks
ress, wisely and successfully to
Claimant names as witnesses : ta for irrigation of a large area
solve the many grave and perCommittee on Resolutions
W. 11 Gay, Roy Gay, Harry in San Juan county.- Judge va
plexing international, national Approved by the Convention as- Lammon and Jay Lammon, all of vis is also the New Mexico mem
and domestic problems which are sembled.
Kephart, New Mexico.
ber of the Colorado river commi
Signed the heritage of the riotous WilH.H. Errett,
ssi n, of which Herbert covci una
Register.
son administration, which plungJ. II. Crane, Chairman
s chairman and which is charged our people into a prolonged
Attest ed with the duty of apportioning
and Title Company
Mosquero
period of unprecedented industJoe E. Maestas, Sec.
the rights of seven states to tlx
Mrs. MyraO. DeFiees,
rial depression, rescue from whiJimmie Craig, who has a good v. fli ers of the Colorado and its
ch can be found in the
position with the Santa Fe road tributaries. The water rights
Asst. Secretary.
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
of wise, constructive
at Raton, spent Saturday and of more than a million acres of
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
policies by the Republican party
Charlev Frazier and Postmas Sunday with friends at Roy. an 1 in San Juan county are
Roy
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
all
of
the
as
reports
made
of
such
have
our nation ter Harvey Springer, of Dawson, He
that
The final meeting
the greatest upon the face of the were in the city juonciay, enroute boys are getting along nicely and thi ; commission has been deferrGlobe.
to Sabinoso, .where they were all like their work fine.
ed to November 15 by Hoover.
Insurance of all kinds.
We endorse the State admin- going on a short fishing trip and
Special attention given to examining titles.
Judge Davis came to New
Mrs. E. D. Choate and childen
istration and the administration outing. The S. A. acknowledges
uni-vYale
the
from
Conveyances.
Me::ico, fresh
of County affairs by the officials a pleasant call from Mr. Frazier. of Solano, have moved into the
,itv law school, in 1898., He
part
east
property
Mosquero,
the
in
New Mexico.
'
Rhyne
of our county.
'went to work as a clerk in the
charhas
Choate
Mrs.
Bentley
town.
R.
were
wife
and
of
II.
A.
We condem Senator A.
office of a Las Vegas lawyer. He
Jones for, having first voted by business visitors at the County ge of the fourth grade of: the has worked his way up to a high
Roy Public schools.
the adoption of the protective seat, Wednesday.
place in his profession and has
sen ad many onicial positions.
.At.H..MlHis first office was city attorney
of l as Vegas. Later he was appointed district attorney of. the
4th territroial judicial district,
first by Governor Otero and lat...
er by Governor Hagerman. lie
COMTRACTOIl
resigned to become assistant U.
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
S. attorney in 1908 and in 1912
HOY, NEW MEXICO
was appointed United States
serv
He
for New Mexico.
usefulness
o with conspicious
in the state constitutional
and in cooperation with 2
Judge llechem, the present Gov
ernor, made the compilation 01
New Mexico laws which was ad'
"
opted by the legislature of 1915
and which remains in force. His
work as New Mexico representative on the two water commiss,K'
ions referred to has been the
The late Ford Models embody 25 new memeans of insnring full protection
changes and improvements in construcchanical
to this state for it? rights involv
better
which make the new Ford car 100
tion
ing the use of the San Juan river
was a year ago.
it
than
system and the redaimation of a
For the past year, Henry Ford and his
million o!: more .eres which whassistants have .devoted practically all
ablest
en reclaimed will add many milltime and energies to improving the Ford
théír
ions of valuation to the tax rolls.
Car. As a result we are today offering the
BEST FORD CAR THAT HAS EVER BEEN
MADE IN THE HISTORY OF THE FORD
J. C. Hester returned from
COMPANY.
MOTOR
Salisbury, Missouri, last SaturDrop'
into our office at your convenience.
day. Mrs. Hester will not arWe'll
demonstrate
the car, and consequently,
rive in Rov for a week or two.
you of its merit.
convince
as she is sieiding some time in
a
visiting with fneuds until Cunt
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SEE OUÉ STOCK

Of boy's and girl's school shoes
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We al io carry the famous
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PONY BOY SUITS

Best f

THE IMPROVED FORD
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Staple and Fancy Groceries
At the right price
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Baker & Scheier
DEALERS
AUTHORIZED FORD

(Buy a Foit5 and spend the difference. H. Fori)
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MISSES, LADIES AND CHILDREN UNDERWEAR
MISSES, LADIES AND CHILDREN HOSE (
LADIES AND CHILDREN DRESSES
BOYS PANTS AND CAPS

assortment

A beautiful

for

suitable

of 'ginghams,

School Dresses

'
PERCALES, ALL PATTERNS FOR BOYS SHIRTS
Calicos, Wool and Cotton Blankets, Outing Flannels,"
Baby Blankets and Silks .
'

A complete line of high grade

NOTIONS
Don't forget to get our prices on

Children's school shoes
WE ARE STILL FEATURING OUR HIGH GRADÉ
OVERALLS AND BIG YANK SHIRTS FOR MEN

i.W

H

Saturday Sept. 9th, 1922.

NOTICE TO ALL DEMOCRA
TIC CHAIRMEN OF HARD-INCOUNTY, N. MEX- -

At a meeting held by the County Democratic Central Committee of Harding County at Roy,
N.M. on Tuesday September 5th
the following resolution was adopted :
"All prospective candidates
who desire to have their names
placed in nomination for County
office at the County Convention
to be held at Roy, N.M. on Sept.
22nd and 23rd,. shall deposit a
nomination fee of $10.00 with
the secretary W.R. Copien of
Mosquero, N.M. on or before
September 20th, 1922,. same to
be used for the current expenses
of the County Central Commi- tee."
This resolution was introduced
at a previous meeting of the committee and met the approval of
all candidates present at that time and the committee felt that
it was necessary to make same
permanent.
Frecinct Chairmen will please
explain this resolution to any
candidates in their precinct so
they may govern themselves ac-

ANNOUNCEMENT

ANNOUNCEMENT

w

MÜW

W II

flflWÜ

I Mill

CONVENTION OF HARDING COUNTY

All kinds of auto repairing

Expert workmanship
Battery work a specialty
We are equipped to wash your car

Service Garage

nation candidates for the following offices :
Three County Commissioners,
(One for each Com. district.)
One County Clerk,
One Sheriff,
One Treasurer aad Collector,
One Assessor,
One Superintendent of Schools,
"'.
'Oné Probate Judgé,
One Surveyor,
." ,
One Representative.
The chairman of each precinct
in this county is hereby authorized and requested to promptly
call a precinct convention for the
purpose of selecting delegates to
the said County Convention in
which the representation of the
several precincts will be as follows:
Delegates
Town
Precinct
8
Mosquero
No. 1
8
2
Solano
Roy
24
3
8
4
Mills
,

'

RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

A County Democratic Convention is hereby called for Harding
County, N.M. in the town of
Roy on the 22nd and 23rd of September, 1922 at 10:30 A.M. for
the purpose of placing in nomi-

.
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All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by express or Parcel Post. Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours

notice.

.Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
Raton, N. M.
P. O. Drawer S49

STRENGTH

''NATIÍ1NAI
I

SERVICE

NATIONAL

e
"sstrength

,

Strength without service means little. Service
without strength means less. Join the two, .
however, and you have a helpful bank.
A National Bank is always a member of the
Federal Reserve System, always under national
supervision; always chartered under high ideals
of service.
Nationay Bank

your bank.

.

First National Bank

;

ROY, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

Strength

Reputation

,

$60,000-0-

0

4
4
4

Dehaven
Bradley

Albert

1

David
Old Rosebud
Lower Mosquero
Gallegos

2
2
2
3

Bryantine

1

Logan
Rosebud
Cone

4
3
4
4
3

Abbott
Bueyeros
Sabino

.

92

County Convention.
The Credentials of all delegates to said County Convention
and any notice of contest should
be in the hands of the Secretary
of the Democratic Central Committee, W.R. Copien of Mosquero, N.M. on or before the 20th
day of September, 1922 .
.Proxies of delegates to said
county convention will not be
recognized except when held by
delegates from the precinct from
which the delegates elect were
chosea.
By order of the Harding County Democratic Central ComChairman

.

Attest:
W.R. Copien.Secretary.
-

Sept.

6

ANNOUNCEMENT
Having been urged by my friends to make the race for sheriff
I hereby announce myself for this important office subject to the
ction of the Democratic Convention, and the subsequent election
n November. If elected Jl promise
to give my entire time to the
)tfice as there is nothing else to
occupy my attention. Yours for a
greater and better Harding Coun

j

ANNOUNCEMENT
To the voters of Harding Co.,
I hereby announce myself as
candidate
for the nomination
a
a3 sheriff of Harding County sub
ject to the action of the Republican Convention. If my services
have been satisfactory to you
the past year and a half, I will
appreciate your support for the
nomination.
Respectfully,
George B. Spivey.

Mr and Mh Kenneth F. Woodman were down from Springer
last Wednesday on business.
They came down to prove up on
their claim southwest of town.'
Mr Woodman has rented a

ANNOUNCEMENT
I have decided to become a
candidate for the nomination or
Treasurer and Collector of Harding County, subject to the action
of the Republican Convention.
I want the office and any support given me will be appreciated.

The New Mexico State Law
requires all children between the
ages of six and sixteen to attend
school every day the school is in
session providing the child resides within three miles of the
school house or of a school route.
There is a heavy fine for the vio
lation of this law and the Eoard
of Education of Roy intend to
enforce this law regarding compulsory attendance. In case of
extreme poverty, permission may
be granted by the Superinten
dent of school for the pupil to
drop out to work a while providing the pupil is fourteen or more years of age. This permission
must be given in writing and can.
not be granted until after a most
thorough investigation is mnrU
regarding the financial condition
or tne parents.
There are a number of children in the district not yet enrolled in school and the hoard e- peets the parents to see that
they are placed in school at once.
By order of the Board of Edu-

large-irrigate-

farm northeast of Springer and has become a real farmer, however we could readily
see that they had not forgotten
Roy and their many friends.
NOTICE TO PARENTS

That's all.
Frank L. Schultz
ANNOUNCEMENT
is
It my ambition to be County
Treasurer and Collector of Harding County, and in view of this
fact I announce myself as a can
didate for the office subject to
the action of the Democratic Convention. Any support given me
will be greatly appreciated. .
J. R. McKee
:

Abbott, N.M.

ty.

j

NOTICE
To the men and women voters
ANNOUNCEMENT
of Harding County, New Mexico.
I wish to state that I am a
I hereby announce myself a candidate for the office of Councandidate for County Clerk of ty Assessor subject to the action
Harding County, subject to the of the Democratic County Con- cation
Roy Municipal District No 3,
action of the Democratic Conven- vention.
tion.
If nominated and elected, I Harding County.
C.L. Justice,
Homer Holmes.
will assume personal charge of
PrpsifJpTit
all
will
office
see
the
and
that
taxpayers are treated alike. My Attest:
ANNOUNCEMENT
W.6. Johnson,
motto, Special favors to none.
Clerk.
To the voters of Harding Coun
Respectfully Submitted,
Sept. 6
y. I hereby announce myself as
L. W. Wilson
(Adv.)
a candidate for the nomination
Joe Gilstrap, manager of the
of County Collector and Treasu TO THE VOTERS OF
pvphnnm
HARDING COUNTY Maxwell telechone
rer of Harding County, subject
to the action of the Republican
I herebv announce mvself a was visiting friends and relatives
Convention.
candidate for the nomination of ln R?y the first of the week.
Very respectfully,
Harding County School Superin- - Joe is looking fine and prosper
C.
J.
(Jack) Kirby tendent, subject to the action of rous- -

Jesse D. Wade

9-1-

Pays

COME IN, KIDS-- We have all the things
you will want, such as- -

Pencils, Pencil holders, Crayon
Rulers, Artgum erasers
School bags, Pens, Ink
Pencil boxes, Tablets
Watch our window display of school

;

(Adv.)

supp-

lies next week.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M.D. GIBBS, Prop.

-

J. Floersheim,

Service

'

3

Precinct Chairmen are reque
sted to invite all persons of legal
voting age who may wish to support the principals of the Democratic Party regardless of past
party affiliations to take part in
said precinct caucuses; women
delegates may be elected to the

mittee.

!

CÍ1 oS

3

Total Delegates

which joins financial
and banking service.

We invite you to make this

Kephart

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

!

ANNOUNCEMENT

I hereby announce myself .for
Sept.
(Adv.)
the office of County Treasurer
subject to the action of the
Don't forget the Texas-NeConvention.
If nomiMexico Highway Association whi nated and elected, I promise to
ch meets at Roy September 25th take personal charge of the of--i
and 26th. A good time assured fice and be on duty at my post
IqíipVí Aot
ocoicfonpa nrivon
:for everybody.
ne will be greatly appreciated.
John E. Brockman
CALL FOR A DEMOCRATIC

Br

I

ANNOUNCEMENT
I hereby announce myself as
á candidate for County Assessor
of Harding County, New Mexico,
subject to the action of the Democratic Convention . If nominated and elected, I pledge myself
to personally discharge the duties of said office without favor
to anyone and at a minimum of
expense to taxpayers.
A. I. (Shorty) Burleson

W.R. Copien,
Secretary.

I

i

I hereby announce myself a
candidate for Sheriff, subject to
the action of the Democratic
Convention of Harding County
If nominated and elected I promise to conduct the office strictly
on a business basis with economy
of County Government as my
chief aim.
Henry W. Farmer.

9--

a

the Republican convention. Your
ANNOUNCEMENT
will be greatly appreciatsupport
To the voters of Harding Coued.
County : Having served as your
Very respectfully,
nty Clerk the past year or moré,
Myra O. DeFrees.
.
I have decided to become a canto
subject
didate for
James Christman who has bethe action of the Republican Convention. If nominated and elected en one of the prominent democrI shall continue to have personal atic candidates for sheriff has e
charge of the office as I have in cided to withdraw his name from
the past. Thanking you for any the race on account of the immupon
piling
fmense
is
work
that
you
me.
give
may
support
him and again from the fact that
I am,
the county will be cut to a lower
Respectfully,
class, making the salary such
C. Ernest Anderson
that it is not worth while to dis-Dose of his lanre farminsr inter
ANNOUNCEMENT
Having been urged by nume- ests for a short two years term.
rous friends to become a candi- Jim has made many friends in
date for sheriff of Harding Cou- the race and no doubt would hanty, I hereby announce myself ve gone into the convention with
as a candidate for this important a strong following and had exceloffice, subject to the action of lent chances of receiving the nothe Democratic Convention. If mination However Jim says he
elected I will take personal cha- will still be found working fcr
rge of the office. Your support the party and do all in his power
to see that the lucky man to rewill be appreciated.
ceive the nomination is elected.
R. L. Grossaint

POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

G

This is to announce that H.
M. Warner is a candidate for
cordingly.
sheriff of Harding County, N.M.
By order of the County Demosubject to the action of tne ue- cratic Central Committee.
mocratic County Convention. He
J. Flcersheim,
promises if nominated and elecChairman ted, that he will give the people
Adv.
the best that is in him.
Attest:

LUJANS & BRANCH
5ui

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,

n,

-

.,

.

Saturday Sept. 9th, 1922.

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.'

8wm2sas.

DEMOCRATS NAME STATE
TICKET; HINKLE NOMINAT- ED FOR GOV ERA UK.

GLASSES
,

The Democratic state conven fiSEPT.
tion which was in session for 3
days last week, completed its
lavors Saturday evening, when
the delegates finished naming a
erood. clean and strong ticket.
Most of the ticket was named
by acclamation; however there
were two or three contests
and especially in naming the canSeveral
didate for Governor.
ballots were taken before this
place on the ticket was filled.
Hannett of Gallup started out
stronsr as a possible candidate
for Governor but his support;
eradtfallv weakened and on the

We are now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treat--- .
ment for the eye you can get
any where.

The Plumlee Hospital
Roy,

:-

-:

:-

N. M.

-:

fourth ballot Hinkle received a
majority and his nomination was
unanamous.
Two women were named

.

l!eSSÍt3S
We handle a complete line of

a

Croceries

Meats

At prices you can afford to pay
us a trial
ive

EGGS

-

EGGS - EGGS

We will pay you
cash for them.

I

OA cents in

22c in trade

Or pay you

CITY MEAT MARLET
OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor

TÍT"1

TIRE SPECIALS
G &

32x3
32x4
33x4

J Tires

1-- 2

$12.00
$15.00
$17.50

Michelin Cords reduced
again. Selling now at

Governor, James F. Hinkle of
RoswelL
Lieutenant Governor, F. C. De
Baca of Las Vegas.
Secretary of State. Mrs. Soledad
Chacon of Albuquerque.
State Treasurer, John W. (Joroin
of Torrance countv.
Attorney General, Milton J. Hel- mick of Albuquerque.
Justice of bupreme Court, bam-iif- il
O. Bratton of Clovis.
Superintendent of Public Instru
ction, Isabel Eckles or biiver,
City.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Justiano Baca of Socorro.
State Auditor, Juan Vigil of Taos

FAIR

SEPT.

THURSDAY

will be

will be

GOVERNOR'S
DAY

COWMEN'S
DAY

AUTOMOBILE

COWMEN'S

PARADE

PARADE

At 10:00 o'clock A.M.

BARBECUE AT NOON

on

Raton.

DATES

WEDNESDAY

the ticket; Mrs. Soledad Chacon

of Berneiiilo county was named
for Secretary of State and Miss
Isabel Eckles of Grant county
was named for State Superin
tendent of Public Instruction.
The full ticket named is as
follows:
United States Senator, A. A.
Jones of East Las Vegas.
Jongreesman, John Morrow of

w mm

hootherii

DATES

DERBY
STATE
FISH
HATCHERY
EXHIBIT

CALF
ROPING
CONTEST

COME TO

EXHIBIT

I COW HORSE

Showing the
RESOURCES

RACES

of

CLOWN
STUNTS

NORTHERN
MEW MEXICO

RATON

BRONCO
BUSTING
CONTESTS
EXHIBIT
RUNNING
RACES

EVERY DAY OF THE FAIR
ET732ESSÜ32E3ES

CcvgLls every Day
Sec Lccndrd Stroud and his World Famous Congress of Cowboys and
acts.
at the Fair, in their eight spectacular
.
.
.
ATHM- roKrrciíT EAND
t xt LilULt
t t?n nv
M liU UCl
U 1 THi?
t
iuu itAnM.ulilt, i'AKVliCiS M7TT

HEADQUARTERS

City Hali BiOilini

-

PmjNo.

31

Round Trip Tickets on

the Santa

Fe for a

fare and a half between

points- -

Bloom, Cola., anJ Wagan

T!l2

g

Itai I

.e,
V3:.t

Fa-- c

is

tke

lr"
j

Yssr

I

including bransh Ii:i3S

county.
Corporation Commissioner, Bon

ifacio Montoya ot bandovai uo.
United States Senator A. A.
Jones was renominated by ac
clamation, a.id immediately arfe .a nomination, he delivered
his speach of acceptance which
is considered one ot tne most
forcable addresses of the

THAT THE PEOPLE
.

MAY KNOW

MILLS AND VICINITY

ROY AND MT. DORA

DIVIDE HONORS

I

.

The Mills school opened up
Tuesday with a large enrol- people
the
last
to
inform
mesa
This is
The base ball fans of the
- stnrtents. and It 13 ex- of Harding County that I am had an opportunity last, ouuuaj
that within the next eek
withdrawing from the race for and Monday to witness two of
County
lavor
on
of
in
this
Sheriff
ui
the best Ui.l games piayeo.
of Mr J. D. Wade. There is no- iho Rov diamond this season and ,vious year m school attendance.
thing I would be more proud of quite a number of them witnes-- There are three trucks in cus
Mnrrnw won over Zinn on the than to be able to win this race
sed the games botn oi wmcn vation bringing the children in,
first ballot, the vote being 264 and serve the people of Harding was ho teams game until tne last an(j far tne.r loads are mcraa-ha- lf
for Morrow, 130 for Zinn and 64 Countv. but considering the fact
of the ninth was played and ;smg. rapidly.. This is the first
Practically that I could not possibly do jus- then'only
for Mrs. Johnson.
when the last man was year f01i Mills ta have trucks,
all other nominations were made tice to the office for the money rnllprl tint
and it is not only interesting ior
by acclaimation.
it will pay as a fourth' or fifth r c,mAn-- AT rim-í- i
hv a thp rnmmnnitv. but it also bri
The convention was well at-- 1 ciass County, I am withdrawing score of 7 to 6 and on Monday ngs in more children to school,
years, a cer- tended and but few proxies "were :in favor of Mr Wade who 1 know oLVy VVUllt, KKIJr tha enmA sr.ore whpifiis
hi tuevious
....
-....
Uo.if inn 'fain rfiivont nf thP Children UrOU- used. Harmony prevailed at an stands for about the same prin
times and those who are acquain cipals as I do, and owing to the OlllOn IOr th gamca and they, Id be absent from schooL accouEt
ted with the various nominees lax, taiaii lie nao uau iuiuivi vv olaved real ball. Each team has of the long trip by horse and.bu- state that a very strong ticket penence, i Deueve mat n eiectea
uiu iiicsiu
for the occasion ggy or eise
rpRUitüd with a tired feel
has been placed in the field by ae will make even a better offi and they displayed their streng-htcer than I could.
the Democratic party.
ing, and the pupils would not ta
thruout the games.
s
I wish to thank all of you who
Mr. .Hinkle, the nominee for
were both pitchers ke the interest in their studyby;
The
banker
brought
supin
your
would
me
prominent
been
if
have
like
they
giving
Governor, is a
j 6but
excellent showing
of Roswell and has been identi- port which I appreciate and as-- ,
ig
fa
due to the al. truck.
rtl
fied in the politics of New Mex- sure you I feci honored though
given them
support
perfect
The following, is the list o
at II me r- ,j j
ico for many years past He is a I am sorrvv to disaDDOint "vou
,
teachers of the Mills School:
íniieiu aim uuukiu
f iiuy
native of Missouri, a graduate of filia firm A hxr un t h H.Qnri Cf TOO
lpfldincr feature of Sun firnHpR !
Thp
the State University of that that it is the only thing to do
Prof. Y'arbrough. Miss Beckr
home run by
the
day's game was
,
.
KtntA and has been a resident of
does not mean
however
This
;
Hotson, Miss Lusk.
Miss
in
ht
h
!
Mexico for the oast 37 year that my interests m tne political
Primary:
in
own
his
3
... Lincoln county field will cease for I intend to do
uavuig hwA in
Miss Hiens
years.
past
several
all in my power to help nominate M1"
for the
i4"""f ' game Clint
Monday's
W.H. McMinn made a bus- ithe best men possible, then see In
npss
to
left
drive
and treasure trho to Amari
dean
a
made
ter
through the coming Cam-- ;
BURSUM ON THE BONUS
bnn-- llo Texas last week, while there
ninth
the
of
half
last
the
in
eve-'
do
only
paign, not
that, but
he met his wife's mother, she acpossible to make the De- - Sb
rythmg
in
want
it
who
boys
"Pay the
companied him to Mills where-sheniv..
hpst
thp
"
mnnrntif raiv
rnrtv Ule uuuiu
spot cash instead of offering
will spend a few weeks visi
me.
ever.
them promissory notes ior wuu
ting.
on
Roy
Williams pitched for
James S. Christman
owed them." This is the conten
SnTiHav and held the visitors
C. A Smith and E.G. FarkM
tion of Senator Holm O. Bursum
down to a few scattering hits, and families made a pleasure trip
from
down
was
Felton
conside
John
fight
for
in leading the
Bitched for Mt. Do- - n u mountains last week.
and
ration of the compensation diii Mills Friday morning on busi 1 a. 111 V,; trama anil
T?
CJIm.
..J1I- -. Ti.u.
..v. likewise .
uu rrioitoil
mnvu
niio
xuranuniio
for the world war veterans in ar- ness.
Roy only their son at Glorietta,
allowing
work
N.M. last
good
did
yes
Senate
the
gument before
aDOUt o or o una.
week
terday. Our senator sianas
TO THE LADY VOTERS
from
game,
Nutt
Monday's
In
serr.nnnv Till and James CrLcr:
of
straightout compensation
OF PRECINCT NO. 3 Tucumcari pitched for Roy and
and
around in .town on
soldiers
by
the
vices given
was surprising to watch the a bycicle one day last week, and
it
sailors.
Having been aDDointed. Chair Mt Dora sluggers swing at nis
as they were coming down tne
"T nm in favor of acknowled- - woman of Precinct No. 3, Hard-in- r
tor
pitched
ah.
Patterson
drops.
paying
in come manner Conny got
hill,
it
debt and of
Countv. I most respectfully Dora in Monday's game, but semixed m the hind wheel,
heel
de
his
or
quibbling
without further
ask all lady democratic voters or emed to weaken in the ninth.
both to fall
lay." This Is Senator tíursum s those who wish to support tne Rnv had 5 runs when she went which caused themknocking
Conground
and
sup
to
the
RtflTid nnd indicative of the
principals of the democratic par- to the bat in the last of the ninth
to
was
taken
He
unconcious.
ny
to
given
steadfastly
port he has
tyr to join me in a caucus or meeb to
already
had
visitors
and
the
and
after
once,
Ail.
at
proposed measures ior tne com ting on Tuesday septemoer itn their credit, but the weakening the Doctor
found
pensation ot our war veterans. at 2 P.M. at the uommuniiy of the pitcher was taken advan- being examined, it was happehas
serious
nothing
program
that
to
that
TToii nt- Pnv." N.M! for
His adherence
- the Durootage of and Roy won by the nar- - ned, but he was ordered taken
continuously has been made wi se of organizing a W omen s
margin 0f one score
so that he could rest ur
thout heralding his actions ior .
w.!. nnK tf tVin aViAVP Tin- - Onite a number of rooters ac hnme.and
get ever the shock .
a bit
nniitfral nurnoses and has been med precinct.
to
team
Dora
companied
Mt
the
TTenrv'
F.
the Rov plaste
F.
previously acknowledged with It is very essential that all
and went to the river and rer, who is doing the stucco work,
Roy
democratic lady voters attend
for the evening. They on the Mills school house, is pro
sailors' organizations. Las Ve- this meeting is as much as we camped
expect to return with their team
gas Optic.
have been civen the riffht of fra for the good roads convention gressing along very nicely, ana
it is thought that he will have it
.
.
nchise we should take active part;
exüected that they
completed in the next few days- .
aii
d b, headen
R J
Sam Strong, Pat Ledoux and ,in the coming campaign andpar- - aaiii v ,
our
to
appertaining
matters
A.F. Chavez will leave for Santa ty affiliations, and see tJiat the
.
.
.
-MONEY TO LOAN ON IM
Fe Sunday where they have been best people fitted for the var-reasonable.
sell
will
hay,
cane
PROVED FARMS AND RANdrawn as Petit jurors m the Fe- ious offices are named in the co-see
CHES; TERMS REASONABLE.
miner convention .
deral Court.
R.W. Boulware
Write or call us.
Respectfully Submitted, .'. '
Blakely & Scott
Abernathy,
Mrs.
G.R.
Thompson
Mr and Mrs J. W.
'
Bank BIdgv
National
Clayton
Nutt
and
Wallace
Ruth
Brvan
Precinct Chairwoman,
and babe came over from Nolan
New Mexico
Clayton,
Rov
trim
Tucumcari
hebed
of
Co.
No.
Harding
of
3,
Precinct
Thursday'on business connected
Monday
Tigers
last
Dora
Mt.
9.
the
(Adv.,
Sept.
Building.
with the Roy School
I
!
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$12.75
BUY YOUR

I

TIRES WHERE YO U GET
YOUR AIR

R. S. Wood Motor
Company
mi-

minimi

i...

inn" 1" '

fames

S.

Christman

Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts
ROY. NEW MEXICO- -

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts

w

;

Hes-the-

-

m

;r r

e

I

1

De-ro- w

I

Harding
We have the only complete tract index to the
Records.
County
.
our
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of
business.

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
business
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies opering in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
charge.
.

Harding County Abstract. Co.
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
New Mexico.
'
Mosquero,

-"--

-7"-

The

Spanish-America-

Harding County, New Mexico,

Rov.

n.

Saturday Sept. 9th, 1922.

:hicken picnic

I
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J
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Henry Takes an
1

THE

Ride

Open-fac- e

While the press was busy telling of Ford'i
plan to make automobiles in Mexico,
Henry was up in Quebec, Canada, with his wife
d
riding around in one of those old
hacks known as a "caleches." It was a pleas-JJ'-

SPANISH-AMERIC-

attracts attention

AN

at the S.
farm near Las Lru- THE
PRINTING COMPANY
W
ses followed by an inspection of
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor Mrs. Hookland' flock of chickens
Hr), ure trip.
'
"
and a culling demonstration prov
.
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
pA tn he one of the most profit
able meetings held in Dona Ana
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M. county this year. Mrs. Hookland
Registered August 27,1912.
trarmests all her birds, so divid
C.H. GARNER
ed them into pens according to
Auctioneer
Mrs.
eggs
laid.
of
number
the
The village dads have just
ROY TO THROW OFF VILL
New Mexico.
TTnolcland has a flock of 500 hens Mills,
n
filling-iof
work
AGE GARB AND BECOME completed the
200
12 vears experience selling for
over
lay
which
of
fourth
one
in
A TOWN ona of the worst mua-noibetween the best farmers and breeders in .
lf
year,
town. The work has been in eggs a
rest three states, 8 years a breeder of
the
eggs
and
200
and
The Village board at their last charge of Street commissioner 150
Shorthorn cattle and Poland Chi
150
eggs..
lay
less
than
meetins- decided to change from Gcmbrel and he has done a good
hogs . Padegrees understood.
na
care
Mrs. Hookland also Keeps
an incorporated village to an in pLje of work. The bad spot ful cost records so knows just Will eo anywhere to conduct
?U
4'
corporated town and W. G. John that has been remedied is jusi what
it costs to keep a hen. large or small sales;
the street from the depot
son was conseauently employed
figured out that this past Write, Wire or Phone at my
to take an official census of the A culvert, six feet wide and 30 She
for dates, terms
took 88 effffs to keep a nen
ear
it
town, preparatory to making the feet in length, has been piacea
reasonable.
than
less
producing
hen
any
so
change. The census has just across the street just west 01
number of eggs was kept at
been completed and shows that the. railroad crossins and a total lathat
She has been trapnest- loss.
on September first, Roy had 731 of four cars of cinders, donated fnr her hens for vears. however,
persons within its corporate lim- by the El Paso and Southwest-pr.- i and is reasonably sure that she
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
railwav thru the courtesy of
its, and this was not taking into
Beeth, has been does not keep any hens that do
Superintendent
who
children
consideration the
of the Interior
, .NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, U. Department
so that tne not pay for their keep.
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. live outside of Roy and are here pLced in the street
in and the
filled
that the Board of Education of M. August 21, 1922.
been
to attend school. Should these ht 'e has
making
School District No. 3, Harding
it one
elevated,
ror.dwav
BRADLEY
census
NOTICE is hereby riven that have been counted, the
town.
County, and known as the Roy
in
streets
best
the
760,
of
of
a
Mills, N. ML
total
shown
would
have
Roy, Harding
Municipal School District, will Zacarías Ebell, of
here
good
was
iu
number
is
trying
a
out
ijee
Hanger
as
there
on
New Mexico, who,
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When Lieut. Walter Hmton,
U. S. Navy, flew the first leaplane
crosthe Atlantic in 1919, he wrote
bi nam in histofT. He is now on
another assignment,' in a Navy
York to
ni.n iiiirM vfrom
Rio de Janeiro, which if completed
will be a record trip t 8.4W miies

Lieut. Hinton with a pilot, a mechanic, one newspaper man and a
Brari!nn pauenger, lett New York
A..ct 7th and. is expected to
reach Rio September 7th, in .time
tor .the opening of the Brazilian
Centennial Exposition.
All down the Atlantic1 coast ron
1

a business,

with the result, but jast a bit
r.orry th?it she had so many
''slacker" hens.
Harry Swift, the Watkins man
was thru this community the
fnre nart of the week. He says
that this will be his last trip to
the neighborhood this year but
that.he will be back in the spring

Superior and Tan Brunt
Grain Drills
Oliver & Emerson Tractor
and horse Plows
Tin Shop Supplies
Well Casing
Safety Flues
Self Oiling and Roller
Bearing Windmills

lievrolet 49ft in excellent works' shane. oracticallv a new bat
tery, good generator and starter.
trip to Mosquero, Tuesday.
Ira Woods was at Fred Tink- Detachable rims, tires m fairy
er's Monday, looking for soce condition, new Spotlight and ma-iother accessories. Will take
seed wheat.
r,00.00 cash, or will trade for
her
had
Murphy
A.
Mrs. 0.
cattle. For particulars inquire
flock of hens culled Tuesday
at the S.A. office.
morning. She is we: l pieasea
C. C. Moore made

J:

jut

$1,000.00; $150.00 down, balance at the rate of $16.65 per mon- tn. Wnere on earth can you beat

this? For further particulars,
call at the S. A. office.
16

and 23

WILL TRADE
Connor Plumlee came in last
week from Pineville, Mo., and
Irrijated farms for good sized
spent a few days with his brothfamily,
tracts
of grazing land. What haPlumlee,
and
Caris
er,
also with his wife who is con- ve you?
R. BJ. Alldredge,
valescing from a recent operaRoy, N. Mex.
tion at the Plumlee HospitaL
Harold and Virjril Plumke re--

ton s craft, tlie Sampaio Correia. encountered heavy head winds and
was often turned back. This is one .
of the biggest seaplanes yet bwltl
Tho ntrtures show Hinton ..tin- ..J hv arrow), and crew, tasen
ihowt sranlane at. Start of the nigiH.
before rising' from
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MERE MATTER OF AMUSEMENT

Indigestion and RATS DIE Western Ganada
Dyspepsia
Land of Prosperity
.When
J

Overcome

Victims of stomach trouble, indigesON tion, dyspepsia and their allied comARE UNDER ARREST
y
plaints find Tanlac an
CONSPIRACY CHARGE THROUGH
source of relief and comfort. ThouOUT NATION.
sands of people have refound the Joys
The Magdalena, N. M., high school Is
of health by Its use after everything
organizing a basket ball team for the
else they tried had failed.
1022-2thought
Is
which
It
season of
'Tanlac helped me wonderfully,"
will be one of the fastest In the state. TERROR REIGN BEGINS
said Mrs. W; H. Hocker, 84 Rose Ave.,
Mrs. Elchard Scherer, who for sev
Clifton Forge, Va. "For over a year
eral years has resided a few miles
north of Aztec, N. M., committed sui ALBUQUERQUE POLICE REPORT I suffered tortures from indigestion,
and had to live on the simplest foods.
cide by hanging herself to the limb of
I became almost' a nervous wreck.
FINDING OF COMPLETE
a tree.
Tanlac restored me to the best of
William Shaw of Koswell, N. M., Is
BOMB PLANT.
health."
of
now making plans for the erection
Tanlac helps the stomach digest
a new business block on South Second
food properly and eliminate waste.
the
street, which when completed will cost
new
a
Chicago. The disclosure of
Soon
the whole system Is built up, the
over $15,000.
train wrecking plot, an attempt to blood Is purified
and the entire body
The Anita Copper Company of Lords-bur- blow up a train, the burning and dyna
takes on new tone, vitality and enN. M., under the management of miting of bridges and other railway
ergy. Get a bottle today and start on
Q. W. Foreman, is now shipping and property, greasing of tracks, slugging
milling some of the best ore that has of workers and other acts of lawless the road to health. For sale by all
good druggists. Advertisement.
been taken out of the shafts.
violence has marked the strike of the
The new $100,000 school building In railroad shopmen throughout the
ALL FEEL CHARM OF PARIS
Portales, N. M., which has been under country.
May,
is
construction since the first of
A pile of debris heaped In the path
nearing completion and will be ready of an expected Chicago train near Various Spots May Have Particular
Application, but There Is Variety
for occupancy about the 18th of Sep Spring Lake, Iowa, was reported to
for Every Visitor.
tember.
have resulted In the death of one man
William S. Bourne, 49, is dead and and the injury of three others when a
The fairy tale of Paris belongs to
James Mcdure, 86, la reported dying motor handcar on which they were rid- all of us, In whatever terms
it may
as a result of a pistol duel at their ing in advance of the train struck the be told. For some It is Marie
Ancamp near Prescott, Ariz., following obstruction. An attempt to blow up a
toinette and the Petit Trianon; and,
111.,
Alton,
&
near
Chicago
Alton train
McClure's unexpected return from
curiously, by comparison with a rather
the bombing of a bridge In Wilmington, worthless queen,
Colorado.
the great war pales.
bridges
seven
of
burning
Del.,
and
the
The Bay (Arizona) Consolidated
For some it is Napoleon in his cocked
were
also
line
on
Belt"
the "Cotton
Copper Company Is preparing to in
hat and white breeches, and his great
augurate a program of construction reported simultaneously with the ar tomb, one of the fingertips of Paris.
charged
Chicago
In
men
of
three
rest
and expansion of operations and has
For still more it is the Bois and the
sent out a can for laborers and me with a plot to dynamite and wreck the elegance and luxury and beautiful
"Western Express" women;
New
chanics of experience.
and for the rest there Is alof the New York Central lines.
ways the particular application the
Bert H. Calkins, manager of BatánholdThe latest arrests followed the
house where Balzac had his printing
ela, N. M tor the past year, has filed
men accused oi press, or perhaps only a great
stone
suit In the District Court to recover ing of four other
wrecking the "Million Dollar" express wall, symbol of the centuries over
$513 which he alleges ts due him for
Michigan Central near Gary, which a
fruit tree blooms, symbol of
engineering services In planning the of the
Ind., recently, by removing thirty-seve- centuries continually renewed, writes
sewer system of the dty-spikes from the rails, causing Muriel Harris In the North American
Present Indications are that the
of two englnemen, and ef- Review.
death
the
shipments from the Douglas disbeing made by federal and
were
forts
Only now and again do we realize
trict for the month of August will to
to determine whethei that Roman and irank and Gaul;
state
officials
tal 14,000,000 pounds or more, exceed- there was any connection between the Catholic
and Huguenot; artist, priest
ing all monthly records since the smelt
two groups.
saint, martyr, philosoand
warrior;
ers closed down more than a year ago.
Railroad detectives, posing as strik- pher, mldlnette, have really our eher- A chase that began July 29 and ex
ers, obtained the first Information gles In their grip.
tended through four states, Louisiana, concerning
the alleged plot.
Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, ended
Was a Bridge Tender.
The men were questioned In an atat Yuma, Arli, recently, when Deputy
"There's no fool like an old fool,"
If othes were connectto
tempt
learn
Sheriff H. C. Parsons of Phoenix arconspiracy, and also tc of course. A week or two ago one of
rested X. W. Burgaln In connection ed with the
of the dynamite our members of the
location
the
with brutal killing near Prescott June find
been
used. Whole- club got caught in a bridge fight that
which
to
was
have
10 last of Iver Enge of Phoenix.
sale arrests of terrorists were prom- lasted until the small hours. He was
Development
work at the Last ised by the Chicago police, and fed- not much concerned about It since his
Chance mine near Lordsburg, N.
is eral agents continued their activity In good wife, once parked for the night,
now going ahead rapidly and some of
sleeps on through, or, at least, has the
all parts of the Central West.
grace not to ask when he got in. Howthe best silver ore In this part of the
state Is being produced. Most of the
ever, merely as a matter of habit he
Albuqueíque, N. M. W. P. Seyfred,
ore which has been taken from the president
oí turned the key softly and was slipping
of
State
the
Federation
mine will run $500 to the ton and the
quietly to his rpom, when the childish
Labor, and Andrew Bruno, both of Albig mill is operating with almost Ideal
buquerque, were arrested on Santa Fé voice of his small granddaughter piped
up through the open door of her bedextraction.
train No. 2 at Hahn, four miles north
Construction of a mountain top road of Albuquerqiie, by Sheriff Tony Ortiz, room :
"Granddaddyl Where did you get
from Las Vegas to Santa Fé, Is being A. R. Gere, special agent of the demrged by many of the prominent busipartment of justice and Santa Fé spe- a Job as night watchman?" Indianapness men of Las Vegas. They are now cial officers.
The officers reported olis Star.
working on plans which will bep laced that they found In the men's grips
But Not Martha.
before the next Legislature which will three complete bombs, fuses and a
Katharine and Martha, six and four,
provide for the building of the road quantity of caps.
respectively, visited a neighbor womfrom the top of the Porvenir highway
The men were taken to Albuquerque
an who had no children. After playover the range to the Ancient city.
and a search was made of Seyfred'a
ing
girls for a time she said :
The first Indication of a resumption room where, according to the officers, 'My,with the
wish I had two or three girls
I
f Industrial activity In the district, they found a number of bombs practilike you!"
following a complete shutdown of cally completed, powder and fuses.
Martha- - soberly replied: "Mamma
Seyfred ,1s a plumber and Bruno a
more than a year, came recently with
might let Katharine come and stay
the announcement by Capt J. P. Hodg taxi driver.
Officials are of the opinion that the with you, but she wouldn't let me
son, manager of the Morend branch of
men
had planned to blow up Raton come."
Dodge,
150
Phelps
TEN

"What's that?" cried a tourist to
whom a resident of Straddle ma
Ark., was showing the scenery of the
region.
"Aw, just Tug Bald or his brother-in-lataking a shot at me from over
across the holler," was the noncha
lant reply. "Them fellers have been
cutting that caper off and on for six
weens or sucn a matter."
"Great grief! What do you do
about it?"
"NuthTg In partlckler. Thev're the
poorest shots on the Eldge and never
come nigner to me man ten feet or so.
It sorter amuses me to see grown men
doing such childish tricks and never
compnsning anything at It." Kansas

city atar.

A Man of Resource.
Wife John, I must have some new
clothes. I'm sure the entire neighbor
hood knows my present wardrobe by

heart.
Hub But It would be cheaper to
move to a new neighborhood, wouldn't
It?

Sure Relief

FOR HlDIGESriOn
O1'

6

Bell-an- s

Hot water

Sure Relief
ELL-AM- S
25$ and 75$ Packages. Everywbartj

Laxatives
Replaced
By

the Use of Nujol

Nujol Is a lubricant not
a medicine or laxative o
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's lubricating; liquid is produced
in the bowel to keep the
food waste soft and moving.
Doctors pre
scribe Nnjol
because It acts
like this natu-

ral lubricant

and thus replaces. It. Try

for all the
USEFULailments-bumps,
bruises, sores,
sunburri and chafing.

Keep a bottle in the
house. It's safe and
pure. Itcostsverylittle.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
(Conaolidatad)

New York

SUte Street
H

i

bVaseline

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

and Keeps it Clear
Sea

D

25c Oatawt

I

25 an

SOc,

Ttlcu

2S&

- C O L - Q
ITOH

SORES
FOR BURNS OUTS
75c at store; 85c by mail., Address

York-Chicag- o

the
that
miners and
muckers would be put to work immedi
ately in the mines of Morenci, Ariz.
A reduction of $250,000 In the valu
ation of the producing mining claims
of the Phelps Dodge Corporation,
Copper Queen branch, has been made
by the Arizona State Tax Commission,
which had previously placed the value
at $47,305,380. The Shattuck-Arlzon- a
company was granted a decrease of
11822,308 on a valuation of $2,806,954.
George Leppes of Albuquerque was
fined $50 and costs for wreckless driv
ing of an auto. It is alleged that he
drove his car Into the kitchen of the
home of D. Valles on the Barelas road.
A big meeting of the farmers of the
valley was held In Fort Sumner, N. M.,
recently, to make plans for some kind
of a system of selling the crops of the
valley to the best advantage of all
The result of the meeting was that a
association was formed
through which all. the products will be
marketed, and it Is likely that a truck
Une from this city to Las Vegas will
be started and plans made to handle
the crops in that city,
Announcement has been made by G,
H. Cook of the Forest Service, who Is
chairman of the U. S, Department of
Agriculture district committee on exhibits, of the fairs in New Mexico and
Arizona at which the department will
be represented this year. Approval
has been received for the department
al exhibit to be shown at the Northern
New Mexico Fair at Raton, N, M
Sept, 12 to 15, at (he Northern Arizo
na Fair at Prescott, Ariz., Oct. 12 to
14, and at the Arizona State Fair at
Phoenix, Oct, 80 to Nov, 4,
A recent strike on the east end of
the Tom Reed, near Oatman, Ariz., at
the 500 level, ts said to have developed
Into one of the most Important In recent years, The rein is reported to
have been cut for a width of forty
feet, ten feet of which is high grade
mill ore.

nnU ii me

Federal narcotle agents, acting In
' with
Phoenix police,
e
seized twenty-thre- e
tins of
crude opium valued at $5,000 in the
baggage room of the Santa Fe depot
at Glendale, and placed Ong Feo, a
Chinese, under arrest, '
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ELECTRIC PASTE
It
aln
coyotea,

kill

mloc gophers, prtlrle do

wolvea,
cockroaches, water bojra
enough to
A lío bos contain
kill 60 to 100 rata or mloe. Oet It from

and anta.

your drug or general atora dealer today.
READY FOR USE BETTER THAN TRAPS

Cave Electrically Lighted.
Mount Tinipanogos cave, the huge
natural cave beneath the Wasatch
mountains of Utah, is now electrically
lighted. A system of lights which especially illuminates the wonderful stalactite and stalagmite formations and
the odd nooks and corridors of the
cave has been Installed.
Monopoly.
Mrs. K. "How many servants do
you keep?", Mrs. B. "One for general
Exchange.
houseshlrk."

rr

tea-ounc-

May-field-

horse, cattle,

sheep and hog

IB

alces Old

Farm Cardans, Poultry, Dairying

are source of income second only te grain
ana kock raising. Attractive
climate, good neighbor, churches and,
arrowing

schools, good markets, railroad facilities,
rural telephone, etc

For certificate entitling you to reduced railway rates, illustrated litera
ture, maps, description of farm oppor
tunities in manitooa, aasKstcnewan,
Aioem ana onuan woiumoia,
write
W. V. BENNETT
100 Peter' Trust Building
Omaha, Nsn.
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Waists Like New

Putnam Fadeless Dyes

NO DOUBT ABOUT

GRATITUDE

Any Youngster Will Understand That
(oor Boy Was Deeply Appreciative of Tommy's Gift.

dyes or tints as you wish

Unfair Advantage.
"You don't care to sleep in a handsome mausoleum?"

"Not if I have to pay for it myself,''
replied Senator Snorthworthy. "A simple tombstone, just to keep the record
The man
For some time Mrs. Caraway had straight, will satisfy me.
been endeavoring to instill Into the who builds his own monument often
heart of her youngster, Tommy, aged robs posterity of the privilege It
ten, the sentiment of generosity, which would like to exercise of forgetting
it seemed to her, was not naturally him." Birmingham
present. In this relation she had been
especially
careful to commend to
Another Defeat.
Tommy's consideration the son of a
"Mrs. Wopplng and I have Just conpoor family In the neighborhood.
cluded a lengthy argument about the
One day Tommy came home radiant. way we are going to vote," said Mr.
"Well," he said to his mother, "I Wopplng.
gave that poor boy half of the box of
"How did you decide?" asked Mrs.
candy you bought for me."
Gadspur.
The mother also beamed. "You are
"The result reminded me of the time
a dear little boy," she said.
"Was I argued with Mrs. Wopplng against
the poor boy grateful?"
buying a motor car."
"Yes, ma'am," said Tommy; "he
"Yes?"
He came
was grateful, all right.
"We bought the car.' Exchange.
round to the school yard and let me
lick him where everybody was looking
Past and Present
on." Harper's Magazine.
The late Mrs. George Gould hated
Age-Heral-

How Sherlock Could Tell.
Sherlock and the faithful Watson
were strolling down Piccadilly.
"There's a woman In very short
skirts Just behind us, my dear doctor,"
murmured the great detective.
"Marvelous 1" enthused Watson, after he had corroborated the statement
"How in the
by a glance behind.
world did you ever know without turning your head?"
"Purely elementary, dear old fellow.
I merely observed the faces of the
people who are walking toward us."
American Legion Weekly.

g

r

chairman of the machinists' or

!

American Consulate Closed.
London. The American consulate In
New Castle has been closed and the
consular authority suspended by the
British government.
It Is asserted

divorce.
At a Lakewood dinner party a
young divorcee was ' admiring Mrs.
Gould's splendid jewels.
"Oh, that's your wedding ring, Isn't
It?" she said. "How
it
looks, doesn't It?
In the past they
made them so much wider and heavier
than they do now."
"In the past, you see," said Mrs.
Gould, "they expected them to last a
lifetime."
Be Careful How You Speak.
you speak to a girl you meet who
is wearing knickerbockers, be careful
She may be
how you address her.
angry If you call her "Sonny," and
angrier still if you call her "sissy."
Somervllle Journal.

If

Buy real estate. Where one man
has lost, ten men have won.

The pleasure we best enjoy is
we have divided with others.

0'

Maybe that hill
is not there,
after all

that the Washington government has
been furnished with proof that consular officials in New Castle abused
their positions to the disadvantage of
British Interests, among other things
having refused to vise British passports to the United States on trivial
pretexts unless the holders of the
passports agreed to travel on Ameri

VERY

can vessels.

the common mistakes of diet

Begin today with a dish of
s
with cream or milk
and fresh or preserved fruit
added if you like.

How smooth and level the path
seemed to be when we were

Keep on with this crisp, delicious, strengthening food in place

France Surrenders Position.
Paris. The reparations commission
has relieved Germany of the necessity
of making any further cash payments
In reparations for the remainder of
1922, but defers its decision on the
question of a moratorium until radl- ;al reforms in Germany's finances are
carried out These include the balancing of her budget, reduction in
Germany's foreign obligations,
cur
rency reform and the issue of foreign
,i
md Internal loans.

equally

W

ganization ; J. W. Nichols, striking ma
chinist and picket; Emmett Todd, a
"stationary fireman, and E. L. John
son, brakeman.

Canal Zone Judge Named.
Washington.
The President nomi
nated John D. Walllngford of Iowa to
be United States Judge for the Canal
zone.

la

rentable. Hundred of farmer in Western
ingle season
anada have raised crop in
worth mor than the whole cost of their land.
With such success come prosperity, independence, good homes and all the comforts and
conveniences which make life worth living.

A long as Ma has Faultless Starch,
To keep hit shirts to white." -

tunnel, which would have blocked trafDissipated Creature.
fic on the main line of the Santa Fé
Passenger I say, driver, what is the
Effective Economy.
railroad. They had tickets to Trinidad,
average life of a locomotive? .
Rub So you are practicing econColo., when arrested, the officers said.
Driver Oh, about thirty years, sir.
omy.
Passenger I should think such a
Bub Yes, Indeed; for three months
Slater, Mo. Five arrests, the flrsl
thing
would
longer
last
now
I haven't paid a cent on my
In the western Missouri district, for
debts.
alleged Interference with the mails than that.
Driver Well, perhaps It would,
were made at Slater a few days ago
Blr, If It didn't smoke so much.
We have noticed that during August
by O. A. (Buck) Lindsay, deputy
no one has much of a rush on.
United States marshal.
The five men .arrested, who later
were taken to Kansas City, were Leo
F. Winkle, chairman of the federated
,
shopcraf ts in Slater ; Barney
tough-lookin-

onera to nome teeners opportunities that cannot be secured elsewhere. The thousands of
fanners from the United State who have
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
FREE homestead or buy farm land in ber
province bare been well repaid by bountiful
crops. There is still available on eay term
FertUt Land &t S!5 to $33 an lera
-l- and similar to that which through many
year ha yielded from 20 to 45 bushel
of wheat to the acre oils, barley and
flax also in great abundance, while ratring

"Mj Pa has lots of shirt to show.
He says that that's all right

n

New York Drug Concern, New York
To rotor frmr
fsdatl hair to orlf
1
iui ooior,lt 0011oaagw
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STEARNS'

ever-read-

g,

Arkansan Could Easily Afford to Treat
Such Amateur Shooting With
the Contempt Deserved.

They

New Mexico

and Arizona

World"

fAo

"Use

BRIDGES BURNED

Southwest News

J

SPANISH-AMERICA-

often the hill we seem
climbing is made out of

which starve tissues and nerves
and slow down energies.

younger.

Simple, natural food may level

that hill to a smooth path again.
Why not try it?

GrapeNufSE

Grape-Nut-

of heavy,
starchy
breakfasts and lunches and seo
e
if the
zest and speed on
e
level path doesn't
the
come back again.
old-tim-

old-tim-

"

THE BODY BUILDER

"There's a Reason"
Made by Poitura Cereal Company, lae., Battle Creek, Miehifaa

that

Xfvin Ogden, Jr.,
,Miv Russell with his

js. jr. and s. w.

Walter Goodhue of Mosquero ARRANGEMENTS FOR
is helping MRS. MYRA O. DE FREES
MEXICO
as on the streets of Roy Thur-- , TEXAS-NEgang on the ANNOUNCES FOR COUNTY
HIGHWAY ASSOCIATION
SUPERINTENDENT OF. aday afternoon.

MOVING ALONG NICELY

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

FOR SALE;

Paul Westphal and Walter
Quite a number from Solano
were business visitors
Schneider
The different commitees re- and Mosquero took in the ball Mrs. De Frees needs no introdu in Roy Wednesday.
'
pert
that everything is moving
Harding
games here on Sunday and
ction to the citizens of
nicely as rapidly as couia
'along
office
the
having
filled
County,
trad-- . D(i expected for the
was
Fuluhman
Fritz
Jr.
for the past year very success
Thurs- Mexico
with our
of the Texas-NeJohnny VanDine was down fully and with credit not only to day afternoon.merchants
convewhich
meeting
Highway
Harding
of
whole
the
from Springer the first of the herself but
26th.
and
25
September
here
ner
notwithstanding she
week calling on old friends in Countv.
Porte,
to
of
La
Anderson,
C.E.
have
matters
minor
Several
took charge of her duties in the Ind.
Eoy.
varieties- rela
and
is
visiting
friends
for
especially
-out,
be threshed
New County in its infancy. She
m
Roy
program
tives
week.
this
arrangement
the
f
the
Mr and Mrs John Myers and has been on the job at all times
a; id the securing of more finanson were in from Solano on bu and has discharged her duties Virgil Anderson returned from ce so a mass meeting has been
siness the latter part of the with justice and fairness to all, Spearman Texas to spend r few ailed for Saturday night to setregardless of nationality, politics weeks on the mesa.
week.
tle this part of the program .
and religion. She has placed the
It is expected to have the pro- County high up the ladder eduMi
w
. 11 . iianan was up ir- - ffi'.im copy to the press Monday
Mrs. E. D. Eartmes of Mills, cationally by
10 MILES, WEST OF SPRINGER
untiring effom Solano trading with Roy mer and they will be printed the first
is in the Plumlee hospital where rts, until is her
leading
one
the
of
For particuars address
she is convalescing from her re- Counties itEducationally in the chants Thursday.
of the week and distributed to
cent illness.
the rou
state. She is imbued with an Harry Van Horn was a busi the various towns along
by
latter
the
Highway
te
of
the
pep,
vim
push,
and
abundance of
se
Texas
Dalhait,
ness
visitor
in
part
week.
the
BOX 1,. MIAMI, NEW MEXICO
of
Otto Foresman, of near Solano, characteristics which are indes- Word has been received from
spent several days last week in pensible in an educator, and lea veral days this week.
various towns indicate that a re
visiting with friends and relati- der.
C . W . B . Leatherman and wife ce:: J breaking, attendance will be
ves in Koy.
and
has
uJxilt She is an economist,
have been visiting relatives in foi.ad at the meeting. Secretary
-- rHliLV .jr
worked for the interest of the Mosquero this week.
T.E.
President
and
candidJack Kirby, prominent
County in her many transactions
have already transmitate for county treasurer, was in where money has been involved,
Boulware and family ted the business part of the proR.W.
Roy shaking hands with friends but not to the disparagement of will leave in a few days for their
gram to the press and it is now
last Monday.
the interest of education, of whi new home in Colorado.
in
he hands of the printer. The
ch is our chief concern . Her ex
Publicity
Director Mr Boswell of
C. Ernest Anderson, county perience in the merchantile buHon. E.F. Gallegos, Chairman Plainview,; Texas is already on
clerk was up from Mosquero and siness has given her a clear in of the County Commissioners of tha. job and is giving the conventook in the ball games Sunday sight as to the purchasing power larding County was a business tion all the publicity possible in
of the dollar. She has demon- visitor in Roy Wednesday.
and Monday.
the press of New Mexico and
strated this to the County by the
western Texas.
displayed m
Prof. Pieper of southern
Mexico High- A card fromTioyd Leathérman wisdom she has
The Texas-NeI
County Funds.
handling
the
i
busi- Roy
on
County
in
was
;
Edius
is
j
tells
visiting
that he
wi.y is bound to Decome one oi
spirit,
'Pieper
community
Mr
Wednesday:
She
has
the
íess last
leading Highways of New
tor Johnson's brother and family
the
Wheat-pithe desire and needs of the peo-- will have charge of the
Mexico and Texas. The route
at Marionville, Mo.
at heart. She deserves a cha- - land School and Mrs Pieper will has been surveyed the greater
nee to carry out the plans she have charge of the Chateau Hill portion of the way from Plain- J. A. Hurst returned Monday has so nobly introduced for the School.
view to Taos and passes thru the
morning from Dawson where he building up of a strong educatiomost scenic part of the state of
had been several days attending nal center in Harding County.
CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC
New Mexico, including the great
to business matters.
Mrs.' De Frees is one of the
CAUCUS FOR PRECINCT
Er.gle Nest Dam, the beautiful
best educated persons in the CoNO. 3 (ROY) HARDING
Cimarron,, noted for wonderful
Dr. Price Phosphate Baking Powder
L. W. Wilson, prominent can- unty and her past work assures
COUNTY, NEW MEXICO fishing, theTaos playground and
is manufactured under the highest
didate for assessor, was on the success for the Harding County
numerous, other resorts that will
streets of Roy Saturday build- Schools for another two years if Pursuant to a call of the County soon be known thruout the whostandards of purity and always gives
ing up his political fences.
to the olfice, Chairman of the Harding County le United. States. Part of. the
she be
uniform, perfect baking results. A trial
and I believe the County can do Central Committee for a County Highway has already been; rock-suwill convince you that there is no
aced and within two or three
A nice little rain visited the no better than return her to this Convention to be held at Roy,
Large greater baking powder value on the
New Mexico on September 22nd years the whole route will be
mesa Saturday and Sunday even- mportant position.
market.
can
Mrs De Frees received her edu and 23rd for the purpose of na- treated likewise.
ings. The average was about a
Contains No- Alum Leaves No Bitter
cation in the State Normal Uni- ming the Democratic Candidates
A complete list of the speakers
half :inch of moisture.
12
Taste.
anBloomington,
offices,
Illinois. for County
versity at
who will be present will be
ounces You may be- able to get some of Dr.
Therefore, I, J. Floersheim, nounced, in a few days but we
Lawrence and Harry Kings-tour- y She came to this state shortly
No. 3, are assured of soiae of the best
only Price's at the extraordinary special
Tand wive" ind Mrs. Duvall. after the death of her husband Chairman of Precinct
Dora ball eight years ago and began her (Roy Precinct) do hereby call a and most notable men of the. staattended the Tioy-M- t.
sale price recently offered if your gro25c
work in the public schools of this Precinct Caucus for said precinct te to address the convention.
game Sunday and Monday.
cer has any cans left ask him.
State. She has specialized in pr-- ito be held on Thursday, Septem-imar- y Don't forget that a big banquet
Send for the "New Dr. Pric Cook
and special school methods ,ber 14th at the Community Hall on Monday night and that big
Mr Nutt, who is putting in the and the great success of her wo- - beginning promptly at 2 o'clock barbacuá on Tuesday. Oh yes,
Book." It's Free.
heating plant at the Solano sch-.o- rk as teacher is ample proof of P.M. for the purpose of nanbg M. Dora will probably come down
Pripe Baking Powder Factory
building spent the first of her ability to over see the work TwDty-Fou- r
Delegates. to repre for the two days and bring with
lOOt Independence Boulevard, Chicago
the week in the county metropo-- in our Dubic schools..
sent the Roy tfre.,mct at au them their wonderful ball team
J1S.
and try to give Roy another thrHJl She has two ch'ldren. a dausrh- - bounty convention
ter Hazel and a sou TLollie . Mrs All persons of legal voting age,- eshing or take one themselves;
C.E. Hobson, wife and baby T)p Frees is worth v of the office men or women wno wisn to sup- yes there will be horse races and
;and Mrs Pritz left Wednesday and I as a friend solicit the sup- - part the principals of the Demo-- other amusements, not a quiet
morning for Kansas and Missou- port and
of the ci cratic party, regardless of their minute during either day, and
ri points where they will visit tizens of Harding County for her past party affiliations are res- then at night comes the big danMrs Pritz mother and other re(Adv.) pectfully invited to take part in ces. Commence now to making
said caucus.
your arrangements to be present
latives and will also look after
A FRIEND
Women delegates may be elec- at this, wonderful meeting,. Roy
Mr Hobson's farm in central Mited at this caucus.
is kwking for jpu and we expect
ssouri. They expect to be gone
is
Floersheim,
to
Colorado,
the
sssyou.
Miss
J.
Clarke
of
about two' weeks. They are ma:
Chairman.
king the trip by auto and will new Western Union manager at
The Dais rv'ttcr & Electrical Company
LIBERTY
enjoy a much needed vacation. Roy, she having succeeded Mrs. Attest:
Holmes,
Homer
been
who
Sligar,
transferred
has
S.A.
force is looking after
The
has moved to the building formerly occupied by
Precinct Secretary.
Miss Nola Canon left Sunday
his jewelery business while Mr. to a better position in southern
9
Sept.
(Adv.)
Dawson
enter
to
high
for
Colorado.
the
."Hobson is away.
tae Anderson Battery Shop Company, and is now
school at that place..
Miss Irene JNowiin. left Monprepared to do all kinds of Automobile and Tracday
to
assume
her
as
duties
iniiiÉr-IlLII
ll
l,Tlll..W
1
tor repairing. We are aleo equipped to do all kinds
teacher of the Independence
school..
district
of bat eiy work.
W. Fred Ogden left last week
asiszsszsaa
an a touring trip and will visit
many interesting towns: in eastBATTERY CHARGING
ern New Mexico and southern
DONE AT MODERATE RATES
Colorado, before reaching his
.
Denver.
Fred
destination in
had converted his car into a real
ijww;iHiwiqiii.iliiiWl'-4-,camp car and was welrequipped
Dodds Motor & Electrical Co.
to camp out, and he will no doubt
He rehave an enjoyable trip.
Gerald I. Dodds, Manager.
ports that he attended the Pope
revival at Clayton the latter part
of the week.
.
been critically ill for some weeks
Miss Lola. Newman of Solano,
Mrs. A. B. Woodward, who has
gone to Roy and is' receiving took charge of our school last
the skillful attention of Doctor Tuesday and we are wishing her
much success in our midst.
Self of that place.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J Jackson and
The Liberty Union S. S. is prodaughter, Mrs. Carrington of gressing very nicely ; W. Fred
East Las Vegas, who have been Ogden's resignation and leaving
visiting in the Red River mount us, caused a vacancy in our schain community, returned home ool that we regretted, br t have
last week. Mrs Carrington will been fortunate in electing Mr.
visit here for a few weeks before Hugh Mitchell as Superintendent
returning home.
and we beldve that he will be a
it'sts&step
Mrs Wm. Knoffke cf Eaton very effecient leader. Last Sunwho has been visiting the par- day we had an attendance of 56,
ental Woodward home, returned and ther is much interest in
I? toasted. This
the class work.
home last Sunday. She was
one extra process
home by her sister-i-n Everyone is cordially invited to
a detfghiful
jjlves
law, Mrs. Minnie Woodward and become a member of our Sunday
qitality.that can
school which meets at 2 o'clock
the son of the latter.
not be duplicated
A number from here attended on Sunday afternoon,
the revival services at Pleasant The Young People's Meeting of
this community, which was orView last week.
Mrs. S. N. Page, who has been ganized the week following Rev. ably. Mr. Joe Woodward will be
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mat-ti-e Price's revival is going along the leader next Sunday evening
Nowlin, has returned to her nicely. Mr. D. P, Moore wairpur with "Prayer" for the evening's
home in Missouri; Mrs Page first leader and a fine meeting is subject.
made many friends during her reported. Mr. Casper Jackson
'
Tfnrl nnfciYio-nTnf Tia Rnan- ptay amorpst. us and we lead us last Sunday evening, with
tnrvHi
ffTnt Sun
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cur.suLijsit
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will be pleased to have her,
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